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Abstract
It is widely reported that snakes can be major predators of avian nests, but the use of a single
avian prey type by competing species has rarely been examined. This study aimed to investigate
predation of a single food resource by the sympatric snakes Naja nivea and Dispholidus typus.
Specifically, I aimed to 1) identify factors influencing snake presence in sociable weaver
colonies and 2) quantify snake predation and potential differences in the consumption of prey by
the two competing snakes.
I used repeated visual surveys of sociable weavers to obtain presence-absence data of cape cobra
and boomslang in sociable weaver colonies over an entire breeding season. I related the
presence-absence data of the two snake species to spatially- and temporally-variable factors
using principal component analyses (PCA) and multiple logistic regression analyses. The
presence of snakes in sociable weaver colonies is primarily influenced by temporal factors, but
spatial factors also play a role. The results indicate that cape cobra forage on warm and windy
days, primarily in larger colonies, while greater breeding activity and lower wind speed results in
increased nest visitation by boomslang.
Additionally, I examined snake predation in sociable weavers at a finer scale, specifically
identifying differences in resource utilization by the two snake species by quantifying
consumption rates. Although both species consumed eggs and chicks, my results showed a
significant difference in predation events across the two snake species, with boomslang
consuming more prey items than cape cobra. The snake species consumed similar numbers of
chicks, but boomslang consumed significantly more eggs than did cape cobra. As a result, the
mean age of prey consumed by cape cobra was significantly greater than that of boomslang,
likely because boomslang arrive at colonies sooner than cape cobra after a new breeding attempt
by the birds. My work has given novel insight into the predation by snakes in a sociable weaver
system and identified significant differences in the foraging ecology of these two competing
snakes.
Keywords: foraging ecology, movement activity, nest predation, interspecific competition,
Philetairus socius, resource partitioning, visual surveys, principal component analysis,
consumption rates, presence-absence
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Chapter 1: The Importance of predators
1.1 Top-down control
For decades, ecologists have debated about the driving forces shaping the amount of biomass
within and among ecosystems (Hairston et al. 1960, White 1978, Leroux & Loreau 2015). A
multitude of abiotic and biotic factors impact populations and communities of organisms (Hunter
& Price 1992). The literature suggests two non-exclusive processes—top-down and bottom-up
control—regulating population size of organisms (Leroux & Loreau 2015). According to the
bottom-up perspective, resources (e.g., nitrogen and phosphorus) and primary producers control
the biomass of all trophic levels in the food web from below (resource driven/limited; White
1978, Hunter & Price 1992, Gruner et al. 2008). The opposing view (top-down control) states
that consumers such as predators and herbivores are the driving force in regulating the biomass
of lower trophic levels from above (Legagneux et al. 2012, Leroux & Loreau 2015).
The green world hypothesis by Hairston et al. (1960) incorporates both a top-down and bottomup approaches. The hypothesis states that predators, rather than food, regulate herbivore
populations, resulting in the control of the plant biomass (i.e., top-down control). However,
Hairston et al. (1960) also stated that producers, carnivores and decomposers are resource
limited (e.g., bottom-up control). These concepts were described more precisely in the late 1970s
and 1980s (White 1978, McQueen et al. 1986). Researchers argued about which forces apply to
particular systems and as a result often classified systems as either top-down or bottom-up
controlled (White 1978). McQueen et al. (1986) argued, however, that organisms at the bottom
of the food chain are mostly bottom-up controlled, but organisms towards the top of the food
chain are increasingly top-down controlled. After 1990, various studies of ecosystems confirmed
that both consumers and resources shape the biomass pyramids (Hunter & Price 1992, Hassell et
al. 1998, Polis 1999, Fath 2004, Borer et al. 2006, Gruner et al. 2008, Polishchuk et al. 2013,
Whalen et al. 2013). Additionally, Hunter and Price (1992) stated that organisms are influenced
by a variety of forces, which vary in strength within and among ecosystems.
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The importance of predators maintaining ecosystem health has been widely recognized after
trophic downgrading has been observed in all major biomes (Estes & Palmisano 1974, Paine
1980, Gruner 2004, Estes et al. 2011, Ripple & Beschta 2011). The removal of predatory species
typically causes chain reactions down the food web potentially causing changes within and
across communities and ecosystems. Estes et al. (2011) highlights that the loss of apex
consumers not only impacts ecosystem biomass through direct changes in predation and
herbivory, but also through changes in other processes such as disease, biogeochemical cycling
and invasive species. Furthermore, other human induced changes such as pollution, climate
change, habitat loss are amplified by trophic cascades (Estes et al. 2011). Measuring the impacts
introduced or removed species can have on a system is a challenging exercise because the
changes usually become visible only decades later and other factors can influence such changes
synergistically (Fritts & Rodda 1998, Gurevitch & Padilla 2004, Rogers et al. 2017).
Natural experiments have shown that top-down predation by apex predators can be extremely
important in the maintenance of ecosystem function. The removal of native apex predator species
(e.g. gray wolves of Yellowstone) has resulted in trophic cascades as did the introduction of
exotic apex predators. Invasion by non-indigenous species have shown that snakes are important
apex predators and can cause devastating impacts on ecosystems. Unfortunately, our knowledge
of top-down regulation by snakes is limited to examples of non-indigenous invasive species.
However, the following case studies—Brown tree snake of Guam, and Burmese python in the
Everglades National Park—prove that snakes can have important ecosystem wide impacts.
Globally, studies investigating the impact by snakes on ecosystems are rare, especially for
indigenous species. In southern Africa, hardly any knowledge exists on top-down control of prey
species by snakes, neither in non-invasion systems nor for native species, because studies
examining the role of snakes as apex predators do not exist. However, there are some candidate
systems in which predation by snakes might be important, but the manner in which snakes
interact with their prey is never the focus of studies.
1.1.1 Case study of the Gray wolves at Yellowstone National Park
The extirpation and subsequent reintroduction of the gray wolf (Canis lupus) in the Yellowstone
National Park (YNP) is a good example of what effects the removal of an apex predator can have
on an ecosystem. The gray wolf is a native carnivore in YNP which was extirpated from the park
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during the 1920s (Ripple & Beschta 2011). With the disappearance of wolves, elk (Cervus
elaphus) populations increased, their movement patterns changed, and their browsing behaviour
was altered (Beschta 2005, Fortin et al. 2005). Because of the increased browsing pressure by
elk, plant species such as aspen (Populus tremuloides), cottonwoods (Populus spp.), and willows
(Salix spp.) experienced dramatic reductions in recruitment (Singer et al. 1994, Ripple et al.
2001, Beschta 2005). After seven decades of absence, YNP reintroduced wolves in 1995/1996
(Ripple & Beschta 2011). The reintroduction of wolves impacted plant communities by
increasing plant recruitment through an increase in predation pressure on elk populations (Ripple
& Beschta 2011). In the early 1990s, the elk population in the northern range of YNP was more
than 15,000 and decreased to approximately 6,100 individuals by 2010 (Ripple & Beschta 2011).
Recent research has revealed that this pattern may not be exclusively driven by wolves but rather
involve more complex top-down effects involving humans (Wright et al. 2006, Eberhardt et al.
2007, Barber-Meyer et al. 2008, Eacker et al. 2016). However, humans and carnivorous
predators affect different groups of the elk population. Hunters remove mostly females that are in
their reproductive age, while natural predators predate on the young, weak and old individuals
(Wright et al. 2006, Barber-Meyer et al. 2008, Eacker et al. 2016).
Because of the decline of elk numbers herbivory on species such as P. tremuloides dropped to
<25%, resulting in increased recruitment and growth of young aspen (Ripple & Beschta 2011).
By 2012, aspen densities had doubled (8,960 individuals/ha) since 1997/98—shortly after wolves
had been reintroduced to complete Yellowstone’s predatory guild (Beschta et al. 2016). Also, the
density (individuals/ha) of aspen larger than 1 m in height has increased drastically during that
same time period (Beschta et al. 2016). Populus spp. and Salix spp. show a similar recovery
success. In addition to plant recovery, the numbers of beaver (Castor canadensis) and bison
(Bison bison) experienced a positive trend, likely because of increased food availability (Ripple
& Beschta 2011, Smith & Tyres 2012).
The example of the Yellowstone wolves demonstrates how the removal of a predator species
disrupted the top-down control of the lower trophic levels in the ecosystem. The following two
examples show how top-down predation by invasive alien snake species can cause ecosystem
disruptions and species extinctions (Rodda et al. 1999, Dove et al. 2011, Dorcas et al. 2012).
Snakes’ ectothermic nature, the ability to fast for extended periods of time and thus eating fewer
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prey, as well as opportunistic foraging behaviour are several reasons why it isn’t well understood
how snakes affect food webs (Diller & Johnson 1998).
1.1.2 Case study of the Brown tree snake of Guam
The most well-studied snake species that has caused massive ecosystem changes is the Brown
tree snake (Boiga irregularis) on Guam. The species is native to Australia, New Guinea, and the
Solomon Islands (Savidge 1987). It is a large arboreal colubrid snake, which is mostly nocturnal
(Rodda et al. 1999). The introduction to Guam allegedly occurred from New Guinea around
1950, but the pathway through which it arrived at Guam is not known (Rodda et al. 1992, Fritts
& Rodda 1998). At the time of the snake’s arrival, the island had 18 native bird species (12 forest
species, three seabirds, two wetland species and one reef-heron), three mammal species, and at
least ten reptile species (Savidge 1987, Fritts & Rodda 1998).
Savidge (1987) observed the range retraction of native forest birds with an expanding
distribution of the Brown tree snake on the island. Because of the snake’s habitat preferences, the
forest avifauna was most threatened by its expanding range and increasing population size on the
island. By the 1970s there were only two of the 12 forest birds and one of the three mammal
species remaining—Guam rail (Gallirallus owstoni), island swiftlet Aerodramus bartschi
(referred to as A. vanikorensis bartschi in Fritts & Rodda 1998), and the Mariana fruit bat
Pteropus mariannus subsp. mariannus (Savidge 1987, Fritts & Rodda 1998, Cruz et al. 2008).
The other bird and mammal species had been extirpated. Today, the Mariana fruit bat and the
island or Mariana swiftlet are considered endangered (Allison et al. 2008, Cruz et al. 2008). The
offspring of Mariana fruit bats are threatened by the snake resulting in reduced recruitment and
thus a negative long-term prognosis for the species (Allison et al. 2008). The Guam rail, which
was endemic to Guam, is now listed as extinct in the wild by the IUCN (BirdLife International
2016). Reintroduction programs to Guam should only be considered once the spread of B.
irregularisis is controlled (BirdLife International 2016). Birds and bats have been extremely
prone to the snake’s predation, while reptiles appear to be slightly less affected (Fritts & Rodda
1998).
Out of 12 indigenous reptiles, only two species (Emoia caeruleocauda, Lepidodactylus lugubris)
are still common on Guam. Approximately six species have possibly survived in small numbers
in unknown locations on the island while the rest such as Perochirus ateles and Gehyra oceanica
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are likely extinct (Fritts & Rodda 1998). Introduced species such as the house gecko
(Hemidactylus frenatus) and the Indonesian brown skink (Carlia fusca) have been found in
stomach contents of B. irregularis (Savidge 1988). In addition to increased predation, introduced
species such as the Indonesian brown skink out-compete native species (Rodda & Fritts 1992)
and sustain a stable population of B. irregularis by serving as a new food source (Fritts & Rodda
1998), enabling the Brown tree snake to survive the loss of native prey populations. The snake’s
nocturnal and arboreal behaviours and an ability to detect prey explains the success of this
invasive predator (Savidge 1987). Guam’s indigenous species did not evolve with predators that
exhibit such behaviours, explaining their proneness to snake predation.
Drastically declining populations and extinction rates of native species influence other species on
lower trophic levels (Rogers et al. 2012, Rogers et al. 2017). With the extirpations of native
avian fauna, Guam has become a spider-infested island in recent years. Rogers et al. (2012)
compared spider web densities on Guam to three nearby islands with healthy native avian
populations. During the wet season web densities on Guam were 40 times greater than on the
other island and 2.3 times greater in the dry season (Rogers et al. 2012). Spider web size was up
to 50% larger on Guam than on islands with insectivorous birds (Rogers et al. 2012). The local
bird extinctions not only caused a lack of spider control, but also a reduction in competition,
possibly further benefiting spider population growth (Rogers et al. 2012). Increased numbers of
spiders might counter-act the loss of insectivorous avian predators, reducing the risk of insect
pests (Rogers et al. 2012). However, it might also result in increased predation of pollinating
insects impacting plant communities. There might be a large prey overlap between spiders and
insectivorous birds, however there are likely to be prey species consumed less frequently or not
at all by spiders. For example, plant eating larvae might experience lower predation, possibly
resulting in increased plant damage.
While confirming the findings from small-scale experiments, the magnitude at which
extirpations of avian apex predators impact systems might be significantly greater in large-scale
natural experiments (Rogers et al. 2012). The loss of native insectivorous birds resulted in
changes in avian prey populations, but also influenced Guam’s native flora. Many native floral
species on Guam are dependent on birds for their recruitment (Mortensen et al. 2008). Mortensen
et al. (2008) studied two bird-pollinated tree species, the mangrove tree (Bruguiera gymnorrhiza)
and the forest tree (Erythrina variegata var. orientalis). Flower visitation by birds, seed set, and
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germination were significantly lower on Guam than Saipan, where nearly no snakes are present
(Mortensen et al. 2008). Other pollinators such as insects and lizards were only encountered
occasionally but may be important in pollination of other plant species. Approximately 70% of
Guam’s tree species depend on frugivores for seed dispersal (Rogers et al. 2017). The loss of the
main pollinating avian species was long assumed to have negative long-term effects on plant
recruitment, leading to floral extirpations and decreased forest diversity on Guam (Mortensen et
al. 2008). Similarly, Rogers et al. (2017) showed that the lack of frugivores on Guam has had
negative impacts on seed dispersal, germination and survival. Estimates of tree recruitment for
the two studied tree species Psychotria mariana (61–72% ) and Premna serratifolia (87–92%)
are lower on Guam than on neighbouring islands with healthy frugivore populations, respectively
(Rogers et al. 2017). Therefore, the Brown tree snake not only affects prey populations, but also
breaks mutualistic links between species and reduces floral recruitment throughout the entire
ecosystem resulting in trophic cascades (Mortensen et al. 2008).
1.1.3 Case study of the Burmese Python in the Everglades National Park
The Burmese python (Python bivittatus), one of the largest snake species globally, is a
constricting snake native to Southeast Asia (Barker & Barker 2008). This ambush predator is a
habitat generalist, inhabiting terrestrial and aquatic habitats including forests, grassland, caves,
burrows and even some deserts (Hart et al. 2015). Many of these habitats are typically associated
with aquatic bodies such as wetlands, rivers, lakes and pools (Barker & Barker 2008, Dorcas et
al. 2011, Hart et al. 2015, Sharma & Kandel 2015). In its native range this species has
experienced dramatic declines, leading to a listing of vulnerable by the IUCN (Stuart et al.
2012). Two native populations are critically endangered due to reductions in population sizes by
up to 80% (Stuart et al. 2012). Over the last ten years, the global Burmese python population has
experienced a reduction of at least 30% (Stuart et al. 2012).
In the early 1980s, the Burmese python was introduced to Florida (Meshaka et al. 2000, Willson
et al. 2011). It is uncertain how the Burmese python got to Florida, but the most likely pathway
is via the pet trade (i.e., escaped or released pets; Willson et al. 2011). In 2000, the species was
officially recognized as well-established in the southern parts of Florida (Meshaka et al. 2000),
however more recent studies suggest an earlier establishment (Willson et al. 2011). Large
numbers of Burmese python inhabit the Everglades National Park (ENP) (Dorcas et al. 2012).
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The ENP represents an ecosystem that is made up of various types of wetlands resulting in
favourable conditions in which Burmese pythons can thrive (Hart et al. 2015). Some of these
wetland types are similar to those found in their natural habitat in Southeast Asia such as wet
grasslands, mangroves, and tropical lowlands (Barker & Barker 2008, Dorcas et al. 2012). ENP
is home to a vast variety of wildlife, especially avian and mammalian species. Several species
found in ENP are of special concern such as little blue heron (Egretta caerulea), snowy egret (E.
thula), while Key Largo woodrat (Neotoma floridana smalli) and wood stork (Mycteria
americana) are considered endangered (Dove et al. 2011, Dorcas et al. 2012).
Dorcas et al. (2012) found that the sightings of once-common mammals—raccoons (Procyon
lotor), Virginia opossums (Didelphis virginiana) and rabbits (Sylvilagus spp.)—have declined
drastically since the Burmese python was accepted as established in 2000. However, it is likely
that the species was established earlier than 2000 as sightings of Burmese pythons have occurred
since the early 1980s (Meshaka et al. 2000). Large mammals have been recorded in the python’s
diet including the white-tailed deer (Odocoileus virginianus) and bobcat (Lynx rufus; Snow et al.
2007, Reed & Rodda 2009, Rochford et al. 2010). Even larger reptiles such as the American
alligator (Alligator mississippiensis) have been consumed by this giant constrictor (Reed &
Rodda 2009, Rochford 2010). Many of the animals found in ENP did not evolve with a predator
such as the Burmese python. Mostly nocturnal, this snake occasionally forages diurnally (Dove
et al. 2011). As a result, native animals are highly susceptible to predation (Dove et al. 2011).
Rodents have been sighted more frequently since the pythons’ proliferation, which may be the
result of a reduction in other predators such as the bobcat (Maehr & Brady 1986, Dorcas et al.
2012). The observed declines in mammal populations may be a direct result of top-down
predation by the Burmese python and due to increased competition for resources with other large
predators. This case shows that snakes have great potential to influence terrestrial ecosystems.
Invasive exotic species are more likely to affect a system negatively, while native species may
ensure ecosystem functionality.
This study examines 1) the factors that influence the activity of snakes (Naja nivea and
Dispholidus typus) and 2) the predation of snakes on an avian prey to test the hypotheses that
influencing factors and predation differ among sympatric species despite feeding on an incommon prey (Philetairus socius).
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1.2 Study system
The Kalahari system is a semi-arid sandy savanna in southern Africa, covering 2.5 million
hectares of land making it the largest sand cover in the world (Thomas & Shaw 1993, Scholes et
al. 2002). The system consists of the central Kalahari desert and the surrounding Kalahari basin.
The Kalahari sands cover large parts of Botswana, Namibia, South Africa and extend into
Zambia, Angola, Zimbabwe and the Democratic Republic of Congo (Mishra et al. 2015). The
system experiences a precipitation gradient of 200–1000 mm of rain per annum from south to
north (Scholes et al. 2002). The wet season, October/November to April, is typically warmer
than the dry season, and temperatures are higher in the south than the north (Scholes et al. 2002).
The system is characterized by its aridity, high radiation levels, sandy soils and a variety of flora
and fauna (Dean et al. 1999, Bullock et al. 2011, Wasiolka & Blaum 2011). The vegetation of
the Kalahari depends on rainfall and soil composition (which influences the soils ability to retain
water) with a corresponding increase in numbers of woody plants along the rainfall gradient from
south to north (Scholes et al. 2002, Mishra et al. 2015). Moving from south to north along this
precipitation gradient, the tree composition is increasingly made up of members of the families
Mimosaceae, Combretaceae and Caesalpinacea, respectively (Scholes et al. 2002). The part of
the Kalahari basin that reaches into South Africa, is categorized as grassy shrubland and is
dominated by Stipagrostis grasses, with shrubs (Rhigozum trichotomum and Vachellia
haematoxylon) and scattered trees (Vachellia erioloba and Boscia albitrunca). Trees are often
the only shaded cover available to animals, especially larger mammals like gemsbok (Oryx
gazella). The Kalahari is home to a variety of mammals, birds, reptiles and amphibians capable
of withstanding the harsh conditions (aridity and extreme seasonal temperatures; Haacke 1984,
Bates 1991, Bullock et al. 2011, Muñoz 2013).
In South Africa, the cape cobra (Naja nivea) and boomslang (Dispholidus typus) are widespread
and abundant species (Broadley 1983, Branch 1998). Despite their abundance, there are no
studies on the relationships of these snakes with other organisms (such as predators or prey) nor
to their physical surroundings. As a result, the potential role that these snakes play as predators is
poorly understood. The distributions of the two species overlap in central South Africa (Marais
2014, Maritz & Alexander 2014) in an ecosystem where cape cobra and boomslang are known to
prey heavily on sociable weavers (Philetairus socius; Spottiswoode 2007), an important
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ecosystem engineer that builds large communal nests (i.e. colony). The impact of snakes on these
birds can be dramatic with nest predation reaching up to 70% (Covas 2002).
Sociable weavers are small passerine birds endemic to southern Africa. A large proportion
(78.9%) of their diet consists of a variety of insects; the harvester termite (Hodotermes
mossambicus) being consumed most abundantly (48.9% of animal food; MacLean 1973a). A
lesser part of their diet consists of seeds, mainly those of green grasses (MacLean 1973a). Such
bird species are trophic-process linkers that impact invertebrate population through predation
(Sekercioglu 2006), serving as controlling agents of invertebrate populations, behaviour and
evolution (Bock et al. 1992). Also, by regulating invertebrate prey numbers, birds are capable of
preventing plant damage and influencing primary production (Sekercioglu 2006). Records of
seeds in the diet of P. socius indicate that they may play a role in seed dispersal as well.
Moreover, sociable weavers are ecosystem engineers or non-trophic (e.g. physical) process
linkers (Sekercioglu 2006, Rymer et al. 2014), meaning that they create and modify habitats
(Sekercioglu 2006). Sociable weavers do so by building large colonial structures, using grass
straws and twigs (MacLean 1973b). These colonial nests are used by a variety of species such as
the African pygmy falcon (Polihierax semitorquatus), kalahari tree skink (Trachylepis
spilogaster), barn owl (Tyto alba), giant eagle owl (Bubo lacteus), and red-headed finch
(Amadina erythrocephala) (MacLean 1973c, Dean et al.1999, Covas et al. 2004a). For example,
Rymer et al. (2014) suggested that skinks experience lower predation rates, thermal shelter and
increased prey availability in trees with sociable weaver colonies. Ecological functions, such as
the ones sociable weaver perform, are important in ecosystem maintenance (Lundberg & Moberg
2003). Hence, a change in sociable weaver dynamics could potentially alter ecosystems.
Sociable weaver colonies at the Benfontein Nature Reserve experience high predation rates by
snakes (Covas & du Plessis, 2005), particularly cape cobra and boomslang. In reality, little is
known regarding how and when snakes access sociable weaver colonies limiting our ability to
understand the underlying dynamics of this top-down regulation. Benfontein Nature Reserve
provides an excellent opportunity to examine this top-down predation of avian ecosystem
engineers by native snake species. Specifically, the system offers an opportunity to examine
factors such as predation rate, timing of predation by snakes and factors influencing snake
movement.
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1.3 Measuring predation rates
Studying snakes is challenging due to their unpredictable movement patterns, secretiveness and
often low individual densities (Greene 1997, Diller & Johnson 1998). This had led to a poorer
understanding of snake ecology compared to that of other tetrapod classes such as birds and
mammals (Ray et al. 2012). Studies examining the effect of predation by snakes on its prey are
still relatively rare, compared to other tetrapod classes. Most such studies are mainly on nonAfrican snake species (Downes 2002, Sperry et al. 2008, Sperry et al. 2009).
Measuring the predation of one organism by another is a challenging task. Laboratory
experiments are easier to control but the results often do not display the natural predation rates
realistically (Puntila et al. 2012). Natural experiments on predation by snakes are often
challenging for various reasons. In order to measure predation in the field, scientists have to
detect the study species first, while in laboratory experiments captive bred individuals can be
used. Previous studies on snake detectability suggest interspecific variation, with tendencies
towards low detection probabilities overall (Kéry 2002, Harvey 2005, Durso et al. 2011, Steen et
al. 2012). Snakes inhabit a range of habitats, of which many make detection of snakes a
discouraging and difficult task (Fitch 1987, Durso et al. 2011). Moreover, snakes are cryptic and
secretive species that avoid open space to minimize predation risk (Lima & Dill 1990, Webb &
Whiting 2005). Their crypsis and unpredictable movement patterns make it challenging to locate
and track them, even with radio tracking devices (Penner et al. 2008). Moreover, during field
studies, predation events by snakes are seldom observed.
The diet of a species plays a fundamental role in its ecology (Leighton & Echeverri 2015). In
order to understand species interactions with the environment, a comprehensive knowledge of
the dietary composition of the species is a necessity (Leighton & Echeverri 2015). Our
knowledge of feeding ecology of snakes is focused on North American, European and Australian
species (Gregory 1984, Drobenkov 1995, Rodríguez-Robles et al. 1999, Rodríguez-Robles 2002,
Filippi et al. 2005, de Queiroz & Rodríguez-Robles 2006, Glaudas et al. 2008, Webber et al.
2016), with research on African species being limited (Keogh et al. 2000, Luiselli 2003).
However, empirical studies on African snake species have been published over the last two
decades (i.e., Shine et al. 1996, Luiselli & Angelica 1998, Shine et al. 1998, Webb et al. 2000,
Webb et al. 2001, Akani et al. 2003, Luiselli 2006a, Shine et al. 2007, Glaudas & Alexander
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2017). Despite improving our knowledge of consumed prey, dietary studies from gut content
analyses are limited by restricted access to museum specimens and general low feeding
frequencies in snakes (Branch 1997, Layloo et al. 2017). Similarly, laboratory results may show
how much snakes are capable of eating, but might not represent actual consumption rates in a
natural environment.
The system examined in this study is the ideal solution to the problems regarding the detection of
snakes and observing feeding events in the wild. The snakes visit the sociable weaver colonies to
forage for the offspring of the birds. This results in high detectability of snakes within colonies
and frequent observations of feeding events by snakes. The offspring can be counted efficiently,
allowing the quantification of predation by snakes.

1.4 Approach
In my thesis, I used colonial nests of sociable weaver at Benfontein Nature Reserve to examine
several aspects of snake predation on these birds. I aimed to identify the environmental
predictors of snake use of sociable weaver colonies and to quantify general predation and
detailed consumption rates of each snake species on the birds. I wished to close gaps in our
knowledge of the basic biology of the snakes and to investigate the potential for snakes to control
sociable weaver ecosystems through top down predation. This study examines the presence and
absence of snakes in social weaver colonies to test the hypotheses that 1) the movement of Naja
nivea and Dispholidus typus is influenced by different spatial and temporal variables and 2) nest
predation by these two snake species differ.

1.5 Study site
The study was conducted on the Benfontein Nature Reserve (BNR), situated approximately 6 km
south-east of Kimberley, in the Northern Cape Province and the bordering Free State Province,
South Africa (Figure 1.1). The farm is owned by De Beers Group and is part of the Diamond
Route conservation program emphasizing biodiversity conservation, education and sustainability.
The reserve covers approximately 11,000 hectares and is made up of three biomes—the Nama
Karoo, Grassland, and Savanna biomes converge in this area, resulting in a transitional zone of
great species diversity (Figure 1.1). The three vegetation types that come together in the
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Kimberley area are Thorn Bushveld, Eastern Mixed Nama Karoo and Dry Sandy Highveld
Karoo (Mucina & Rutherford 2006). Components of each of those vegetation types are
represented in the nature reserve. The study site is situated in the south-eastern part of the
reserve, however, and consists primarily of open savanna dominated by camelthorn trees
(Vachellia erioloba) and grasses of the genus Stipagrostis (Covas 2002). The nature reserve
hosts a variety of wildlife, including the sociable weaver (Philetairus socius) with its large
colonial nest structures and the associated pygmy falcon (Polihierax semitorquatus) are among
the tourist attractions.
The study site experiences mainly summer rainfall (mean ± SD: 431 ± 127 mm; Covas et al.
2008), with mean minimum temperatures of 10.9 °C and mean maximum temperatures of
26.0 °C for the period between 1932–2009 (Kruger & Sekele 2013). In winter, temperatures
range from -8 °C to 25 °C and in summer from 8 °C to 40 °C.

Figure 1.1: Locations of the studied sociable weaver (Philetairus socius) colonies in the
south-east of the Benfontein Nature Reserve (28°52’S, 24°51’E) on the border of the
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provinces of the Northern Cape and the Free State, South Africa. The black dots represent
the study colonies with their corresponding colony ID. Image from Google Earth.

1.6 Study species
1.6.1 Cape cobra
Cape cobra (Naja nivea) are large diurnal elapid snakes, endemic to southern Africa including
the southern parts of Namibia and Botswana as well as the southern, western, and central regions
of South Africa (Figure 1.2; Broadley & Wüster 2004, Bates et al. 2014). The species is
commonly found in arid karoo, succulent karoo, fynbos, grassland, and desert habitats (Phelps
2007, Shine et al. 2007, Bates et al. 2014). Mostly terrestrial, cape cobra occasionally ascend
trees when foraging, but are typically observed basking or moving on the ground and taking
refuge in burrows. Cape cobra are highly adaptable to modified habitats such as urban areas
(Bates et al. 2014), where they are commonly found on private properties (gardens, dwellings;
pers. obs.).

Figure 1.2: Distribution map of cape cobra (Naja nivea) considering historical sampling
intensity and general habitat within southern Africa.
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In comparison to its congeners the cape cobra is a medium sized cobra (Shine et al. 2007). They
reach an average size (± SD) of 1058 ± 355 mm measured as snout-vent length (SVL; Layloo et
al. 2017). There is no significant sexual dimorphism in SVL (Shine et al. 2007). However, Shine
et al. (2007) demonstrated a difference in relative head and tail lengths, with males having longer
heads and tails compared to females of the same SVL.

Figure 1.3: Colour variation and ontogenetic shift in colouration of the cape cobra (Naja
nivea). See text for details of each image.
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Based on museum collections, it appears that there is approximately a 2:1 sex ratio in cape cobra,
with males being collected more frequently than females (Shine et al. 2007, Layloo et al. 2017).
The skewed ratio observed in the studies is likely a result of higher male activity during the
mating season. Cape cobra have smooth scales which produce a shiny appearance. Juveniles are
usually yellow-brown with one distinct dark band on the throat that fades with age (Figure 1.3.G
– H; Broadley & Wüster 2004). Adult cape cobra exhibit great colour variation, ranging from
bright yellow through brown to black, with many individuals being speckled (Figure 1.3.A – F;
Phelps 2007).
Empirical studies on the diet of cape cobra suggest that they consume a wide variety of prey
items from various taxa, indicating a generalist feeding behaviour (Phelps 2007, Shine et al.
2007, Layloo et al. 2017). Shine et al. (2007) suggested that the diet of cape cobra consists of
mammals, amphibians and reptiles. However, they did not record any birds in their analyses even
though earlier studies note observations of cape cobra consuming eggs, chicks and adult birds.
For example, Covas (2002) described the cape cobra as one of the main predators of sociable
weavers, confirming the findings of MacLean (1973c). Both, MacLean (1973c) and Covas
(2002) suggest severe impacts on the reproductive success of sociable weavers, with individuals
often raiding the whole colony (MacLean 1973c, Covas 2002). Recently, Layloo et al. (2017)
conducted a comprehensive quantitative study of the diet of cape cobra including data from
literature, museum specimens and citizen science. Using three different sampling methods, they
collected 101 feeding records (including multiple new records) and found the diet to consist of
prey items including reptiles (42.6%), mammals (29.7%), amphibians (17.8%) and birds (9.9%).
Reptiles, of which 81.4% of prey items were snakes, were the most abundant tetrapod class
detected in their diet. Despite a generalist feeding behaviour, more than a third of the cape cobra
diet consists of snakes (34.7% of all records), indicating a possible dietary preference. In
addition to being ophiophagous, cape cobra are also cannibalistic (Maritz et al. 2019). Notably,
all bird prey records in the study by Layloo et al. (2017) came from the literature and citizen
science, highlighting the importance of including all available sources for dietary studies (Layloo
et al. 2017).
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1.6.2 Boomslang
Boomslang (Dispholidus typus) are colubrid snakes, endemic to sub-Saharan Africa reaching
into Kenya in the North and Senegal in the West (Bates et al. 2014). Within South Africa
boomslang are predominantly found in the southern, eastern and northern regions with some
records from central South Africa (Figure 1.4; Bates et al. 2014). Individuals have arboreal
habits excluding them from habitats such as the arid karoo but inhabit many others including
fynbos, karoo scrub, arid and moist savanna, lowland forest and grassland (Bates et al. 2014).

Figure 1.4: Distribution map of African boomslang (Dispholidus typus) considering
historical sampling intensity and general habitat within southern Africa.
Dispholidus typus are diurnal, mostly arboreal snakes with long, slender bodies and an average
SVL (± SD) of 1133 ± 73 and 1137 ± 98 mm for adult males and females, respectively (Smith et
al. 2019). Boomslang have keeled scales, producing a non-shiny appearance, which may aid in
better camouflage in tree canopies. Boomslang are highly sexually dichromatic (Smith et al.
2019). Male colouration varies tremendously, ranging from yellow to green through to black,
often with black-edged scales or occasionally with blue tints (Figure 1.5A – C; Branch &
Jackson 2016, Smith et al. 2019). On rare occasions, other colours like a cream-orange can be
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observed (male individual from Oudtshoorn, South Africa; Figure 1.5C). Typically, females have
a light to olive brown dorsal colouration with a lighter ventral scale colouration (Figure 1.5D –
E; Smith et al. 2019). Occasionally females exhibit male colourations (Marais 2014). Juveniles
have grey brown dorsal scales and white to yellow bellies, often covered with small dark
blotches (Figure 1.5F – G; Smith et al. 2019). Boomslang have large eyes in relation to their
head size. Juveniles have bright emerald eyes, but become an olive green to brown colour at
adulthood (Figure 1.5).

Figure 1.5: Ontogenetic and sexual dichromatism in boomslang (Dispholidus typus)
showing colour variations between males and females, as well as juveniles and adults. See
text for details of each image.

Until recently, dietary information for boomslang was mainly based on anecdotal notes,
observations and field guides, suggesting that boomslang mostly prey on chameleons and other
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vertebrates such as lizards, frogs, rodents, and bird eggs and nestlings (Broadley 1968, Branch
1998, Greene 1999, Covas 2002, Marais 2004, Pla et al. 2017). In contrast, Smith et al. (2019)
showed that the diet of D. typus consists mainly of nestling birds (54 %) and chameleons (36%).
The study confirmed that boomslang consume all tetrapod classes with the focus on treedwelling prey such as various species of birds and chameleons (Smith et al. 2019). Occasionally
boomslang descend to the ground to forage for ground-dwelling prey such as rodents.
1.6.3 Sociable weaver
The sociable weaver (Philetairus socius) is a small passerine bird endemic to southern Africa,
and occurring mainly in the Northern Cape of South Africa, and Namibia (Figure 1.6; MacLean
1973d, Mendelsohn & Anderson 1997). They are mostly found in arid savanna and dry
woodland (Hockey et al. 2005). This species is highly colonial, building enormous dome-like
structures in camelthorn trees, which can be inhabited by up to 500 individuals (Figure 1.7;
Hockey et al. 2005). A colony consists of many chambers in which breeding pairs roost and
breed and may be accompanied by so-called helpers (Covas 2002). Colonies of sociable weavers
are common within camelthorn trees at the Benfontein Nature Reserve.
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Figure 1.6: Distribution map of sociable weaver (Philetaius socius) considering historical
sampling intensity and general habitat within southern Africa.

Adult birds weigh 26–32g (Covas 2002). In the field, males and females are morphologically
indistinguishable. In adults, the feathers of chest and abdomen are beige in colour, with a black
throat marking, and the wing and back feathers are different shades of brown to black (Figure
1.8.A–B). The head is light brown, slightly darker than the colouration of the chest. Juvenile
colouration is not as defined as in adults and the throat marking only develops after the first
moult indicating sexual maturity (Figure 1.8.C; MacLean 1973d). The legs of sociable weaver
are grey-blue (Figure 1.8; MacLean 1973d). Hatchlings are mostly naked with three fine feathers
on the head (Figure 1.8.D, pers. obs.).

Figure 1.7: Sociable weaver (Philetairus socius) nest structure with a foraging cape cobra
(Naja nivea) moving between chambers at the Benfontein Nature Reserve, Kimberley, NC,
South Africa. Arrow pointing to the snake.
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On average, sociable weavers lay clutches of three eggs at one-day intervals, and breeding pairs
often attempt to raise multiple clutches during a breeding season (Covas 2002). Breeding pairs
often have ‘helpers’—typically offspring from previous successful clutches—which provide
assistance with the feeding of new clutches (Covas & du Plessis 2005). The intervals between
breeding attempts depends on the fate of the young and increases from clutch failure occurring
during incubation, at the nestling stage, or for successfully fledged clutches (Covas 2002).

Figure 1.8: Morphology of the sociable weaver (Philetairus socius) showing adult birds with
distinct dark throat patch markings (A, B), a nestling (17 days old) without throat
markings (C) and hatchlings (D).
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Sociable weaver populations appear to be regulated by predation of eggs and chicks, primarily
by snakes (MacLean 1973c, Covas 2002). Both boomslang and cape cobra are frequently
observed in colonies of P. socius during breeding season and represent the biggest threat to
weaver reproductive success (Covas & du Plessis 2005, Spottiswoode 2007). These predators
commonly raid colonies of their entire brood, occasionally missing only a few chambers
(Spottiswoode 2007).

1.7 Methods
1.7.1 Terminology
My study relies on repeated observations of the sociable weaver nests using a standardised
protocol that is used by Covas (2002). Below I define eleven terms that will aid in the
understanding of my research protocol.
Colonies and chambers
For this study, I do not use the term ‘nest’ because it may be ambiguous or synonymous with the
terms ‘colony’ and ‘chamber.’ Therefore, I use the term ‘colony’ to refer to the entire nest
structure and ‘chamber’ for individual nests within the ‘colony.’
Breeding chamber
A chamber is considered a ‘breeding chamber’ when it contains offspring (eggs or chicks) at any
point in time. A chamber becomes a non-breeding chamber once chicks fledge successfully or
the offspring fails before fledging.
Clutches and broods
I use the term ‘clutch’ when I refer to offspring that are still eggs and the term ‘brood’ to refer to
chicks.
D9 and D17
Chicks are referred to as ‘D9 chicks’ and ‘D17 chicks’ based on their age in days since hatching
date. Therefore, ‘D9 chicks’ and ‘D17 chicks’ are 9 and 17 days old, respectively.
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Full colony check
A full colony check is defined as the inspection of all chambers in a colony to detect new
breeding activity (i.e. new clutches). During these checks missing clutches and broods are
documented as well. Each colony undergoes these checks every third day in order to confidently
calculate the initiation date of new clutches—sociable weavers lay eggs in 24-hour intervals.
Control check
A ‘control check’ is defined as a visitation of a specific breeding chamber in a colony for one of
the following reasons: 1) to detect new eggs laid after a new clutch initiated, 2) to weigh eggs, 3)
to confirm predicted hatching dates, 4) to process D9 or D17 chicks.

Figure 1.9: A sociable weaver (Philetairus socius) colony protected from snakes using
clingwrap around the trunk of the host, camelthorn tree (Vachellia erioloba).
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Protected and non-protected colonies
In this study, I differentiate between ‘protected colonies’ and ‘non-protected colonies’ to state
whether anthropological measures were taken to exclude snakes from a colony. Colonies were
protected from snakes using cling wrap covering approximately two meters of the trunk of the
host tree (Figure 1.9). Fissures in the bark enable snakes to ascend trees using concertina
movements (Mullin & Cooper 2002). The use of cling wrap removes this surface feature,
hindering snakes from climbing trees, thus excluding snakes from predating on the offspring of
sociable weavers.
1.7.2 Study period
The research was conducted from August 2016 until April 2017, which corresponds with the
breeding season of sociable weavers (Covas 2002). I collected snake presence-absence data
during three time periods representing early summer (23/9/2016 – 21/10/2016), peak summer
(2/1/2017 – 29/1/2017) and late summer (3/4/2017 – 29/4/2017). I also assisted the sociable
weaver project (SWP) team with their data collection. However, during the other times, the
sociable weaver project continued the data collection to increase sample size.
1.7.3 Bird data
The research conducted on sociable weavers at BNR is a long-term project led by Rita Covas
(FitzPatrick Institute of African Ornithology) and includes studies on population dynamics and
biology, feeding and behavioural ecology, reproduction, and predation (Covas 2002, Covas et al.
2004a, Spottiswoode 2009, van Dijk et al. 2013, Lloyd 2016). The data collected for the sociable
weaver project were important for my research as it provided valuable information on the
breeding/offspring of sociable weavers. The bird data required for this study included total
number of adult birds per colony, total number of chambers per colony, number of active
chambers in each colony, and the number and mass of eggs and chicks throughout the breeding
season.
In this study, I included data collected from 13 colonies of which 4 were protected from snakes.
However, one of the protected colonies was poorly protected—due to the deeply furrowed bark
of the trunk, snakes were able to climb the tree by squeezing their bodies through the spaces
between the fissures and the cling wrap.
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Colony captures
Annual colony captures were conducted to count and identify all individuals that utilized a
colony. Before dawn, while the birds were still asleep, the research team set up mist nets on the
ground surrounding the colony tree (Covas et al. 2004a). By creating noise, the birds woke up,
tried to escape the colony and flew into the nets. The birds were removed from the nets, placed in
separate linen bags, measured, and released again. Those captures provided information on the
gains and losses of individuals (e.g. through migration of individuals between colonies) and the
total number of birds. Previous studies measured colony size, however they used different
approaches depending on the research question—absolute colony size (number of individuals),
relative colony size (ranks) or colony volume (Spottiswoode 2009, van Dijk et al. 2013, Leighton
& Echeverri 2014). For this study, I focused on the total number of individuals and the volume
of colonies as measures of colony size.
Colony checks
The sociable weaver field work relevant to my project included daily visitations of colonies for
full colony checks and control checks during the entire breeding season of sociable weavers. The
total number of checks—full colony checks and control checks combined—conducted during the
breeding season varied for colonies depending on colony size, breeding intensity and
reproductive success.
Before conducting any checks, colonies were inspected for snakes to prevent field assistants
from getting harmed, and to assess the loss of offspring to predation. In addition, the ground
directly under colonies was inspected for any eggs or chicks that had fallen out. Afterwards, the
research vehicle was parked directly under the colony. The vehicles used in this study were
modified by placing a wooden board covering the whole rooftop for people to stand on when
checking colonies (Figure 1.10B). When required, a step ladder was placed on the rooftop to
reach higher chambers. The chambers were inspected using a small mirror with LED lights and
an extendable handle for easy excess of the chambers. A torch was frequently used as an
additional source of light.
Each colony underwent a full colony check every third day. The date and colony number (i.e.
identification of the colony or individual sampling sites) was recorded for each full colony
check. Yellow plastic tags, which were installed prior to this study, identified the chambers
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(Figure 1.10A). However, newly built chambers were tagged immediately during the breeding
season. Tags were necessary to eliminate mistaking chambers with one another. During these
checks, all chambers were inspected for their reproductive content. New clutches were visited
daily and first processed after the third egg was laid. Daily visitations continued, and new eggs
were processed immediately. When the birds did not lay an egg within 24 hours, the clutch was
complete. Accordingly, clutches of fewer than three eggs were processed earlier.

Figure 1.10: Colony check and tagging of sociable weaver (Philetairus socius) colonies at
the Benfontein Nature Reserve. Yellow tags aid in the identification of all chambers in a
colony (A) required for any checks conducted during daily field work (B).

Eggs and chick processing
The eggs were carefully removed from the chambers and placed in small containers with cotton
cushioning. The eggs were weighed and returned to their chamber of origin. The eggshell was
very thin, hence eggs were handled with great caution. Processing of nine day old chicks
included weight measurements, blood samples and tagging them with a numbered metal ring.
The last processing of chicks occurs on the 17th day after hatching and includes weight and body
measurements (wing and tarsus length).
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1.7.4 Snake data
Presence absence
Throughout the breeding season of sociable weavers, I conducted daily visual surveys at 13
colonies to observe Naja nivea and Dispholidus typus. The number of visited colonies varied
according to breeding activity. During the peak of breeding season 10–13 colonies were visited
for the collection of the bird data each day. Towards the end of the season, when breeding
intensity decreased, bird data collection reduced to three to five colony visitations per day. Thus,
I conducted additional snake checks to maintain a constant sampling effort throughout the
season. Throughout the breeding season, at the beginning of each colony visit, colonies were
checked for the presence of snakes before any chamber checks were conducted. A torch was
used to illuminate each chamber to detect snakes. For each visitation, I recorded the date, colony
number, the presence or absence of snakes, and the species and age of any observed snake.
Species identification
Each snake observed within a colony was identified to species level. Identification of snakes was
easiest when individuals were moving between chambers, but more challenging when
individuals were curled up inside a chamber (Figure 1.11). In a curled up position the head of
snakes were often not or only partially visible. Cape cobra were typically visible on arrival,
either moving between chambers or coiled up inside a chamber. As a result of their thicker
bodies, cape cobra bodies always extended into the entrance tunnel. Due to a more slender body
compared to those of cape cobra, boomslang were able to completely curl up inside a chamber.
The two study species of snakes have distinct morphological differences that are useful when
only parts of the snake are visible. Such differences include the makeup of their dorsal scales and
their body colouration. Dorsal scales of cape cobra are smooth leaving a shiny look, while
boomslang have keeled dorsal scales resulting in a duller appearance. Even though both species
have a wide range of colouration, only certain colours were observed within the study area. Cape
cobra are typically yellow to golden brown in this area, whereas boomslang are usually greybrown (pers. obs.; Figure 1.11.F is for explanatory purposes only). Other morphological
characteristics such as head features (e.g. head size and shape, eye colouration and size) were
used when available. The age of individuals (adult versus juvenile) was estimated based on the
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size and colouration and distinct juvenile features. Video footage, sourced from the sociable
weaver project, provided additional records of snake presence at colonies.

Figure 1.11: Cape cobra (Naja nivea) and boomslang (Dispholidus typus) in sociable weaver
colonies. A – E were individuals found at the Benfontein Nature Reserve, while the green
specimen (F) is from the Tswalu Game Reserve in the Kalahari.
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Colony measures
In addition to the data recorded on the sociable weaver offspring, the chambers, and the adults, I
recorded information on several physical features related to the colony. The height, length, and
width of each colony were measured to calculate colony volume as larger structures might be
recognized by snakes more efficiently. The height was measured from the lowest point or bottom
side of the colony to the top of the dome-like structure. Because of the irregular structures of
colonies, the minimum and maximum height was recorded based on the lowest and highest
chamber of a colony. The length of a colony was measured parallel to the supporting branch.
Again, minimum and maximum values were recorded when the colonies were shaped irregularly.
The colony width was measured perpendicular to the length. Furthermore, the distance between
the ground to the lowest branch of host trees were recorded, as snakes use low hanging branches
to ascend trees. Snakes avoid open spaces to reduce predation risk—nearby trees may serve them
protective cover. Therefore the distance between the host tree to the nearest tree was recorded for
each colony. The nearest tree was defined as woody plants with a DBH (diameter at breast
height) greater than 10 cm. All measures were taken to the nearest 0.01 m using a 50 m
measuring tape.
Weather conditions
Several weather related measures were required to detect factors predicting presence/absence of
snakes. I obtained most of the weather data from the South African Weather Service (SAWS).
The nearest weather station was at Kimberley Airport (station number 0290468A9)
approximately 10 km from the study site. The obtained data included minimum and maximum
temperature (°C), wind speed (m/s), humidity (%), air pressure (hPa) and precipitation (mm).
However, rainfall was recorded directly on BNR using rain gauges installed by the sociable
weaver research project. Minimum temperature reflects the lowest recorded temperature at night,
while maximum temperature represents the highest record for the day. Wind speed, humidity and
air pressure recordings reflect the morning conditions (at 8am) as sampling took place in the
mornings.
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1.8 Structure of thesis
The first chapter serves as an introduction to my thesis, describing the ecological context for
wanting to study predation by snakes in natural systems. The chapter also describes some
sections of the methods as they inform the overall project. However, some methods sections are
repeated in the relevant chapters to ascertain a comprehensive understanding as the layout of the
following two chapters is according to peer-reviewed literature standards. Using the data
gathered, I set out to answer several questions arranged into the next two chapters.
In chapter two, I aim to identify temporal and spatial correlates of nest visitation and predation
by cape cobra and boomslang. Therefore, I relate the presence-absence data of the two snake
species to the spatially- and temporally-variable factors using principal component analyses
(PCA) and multiple logistic regression analyses. PCA removed the auto-correlations among the
variables, creating new representative components used in the multiple logistic regression
analyses.
The third chapter examines snake predation in sociable weavers at a finer scale, specifically
identifying differences in resource utilization by the two snake species by quantifying
consumption rates. Therefore, data on snake presence and the breeding of sociable weaver were
essential to answer questions on snake predation. It was especially important to know the exact
content for each chamber for each colony at any point in time.
The fourth and final chapter synthesizes the results from chapter two and three and discusses
how these findings aid in our current understanding of snakes as top-down controllers in
ecosystems. Additionally, I summarize the biases and limitations of collecting and quantifying
the presence/absence data and the consumption data. Furthermore, I give suggestions for future
studies, specifically for a complete study design aiming to investigate if the differential resource
utilization by cape cobra and boomslang are attributable to habitat specialization, interspecific
competition or predator avoidance.
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Chapter 2: Correlates of colony visitation and
predation by the snakes Naja nivea and Dispholidus
typus
2.1 Introduction
2.1.1 Influences on snake activity
Movement and activity patterns of snakes are influenced by a complex combination of
environmental factors and are fundamental to understand their biology and ecology (Nathan et
al. 2008, Eskew & Todd 2017). Snakes often display seasonal activity patterns that are linked to
various biotic and abiotic factors including weather conditions, food availability and
reproduction (Marques et al. 2011). Various species from tropical and temperate regions display
seasonal activity patterns (Brown & Shine 2002, Eskew & Todd 2017). However, the associated
predictors for seasonal activity can vary. For example, weather conditions influence activity of
tropical snakes only modestly, while seasonal reproduction and food availability appear to be the
dominant predictors (Brown et al. 2001, Brown & Shine 2002). Activity of temperate snakes on
the other hand is strongly influenced by weather conditions (Eskew & Todd 2017). Because of
the strong climate seasonality, snake activity peaks during warmer months (Gregory 1982).
Climatic predictors vary between species and may include other factors such as humidity, wind
speed and moonlight (Clarke et al. 1996, Sun et al. 2011, Eskew & Todd 2017). However,
weather conditions are not the only factors influencing snake activity. During mating season,
male individuals move significantly further distances than females in many species (Maritz &
Alexander 2012), while female individuals move further during egg-laying migrations (Bonnet et
al. 1999). Food availability can also influence predator foraging—the presence and absence, but
also movement and activity of prey affect predatory movement (Brown et al. 2002, Brown &
Shine 2002).
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Most studies that focus on the correlates of activity patterns of snakes have largely focused on
tropical snakes, and temperate snakes from North-America and Europe (Gregory 1982, Daltry et
al. 1998, Sun et al. 2001, Brown et al. 2002, Brown & Shine 2002, Shine et al. 2002, Gregory
2009). In a southern African context, such studies are less common and only started to proliferate
in more recent years (Alexander & Marshall 1998, Maritz & Alexander 2012, Glaudas &
Alexander 2016, Fizzotti 2018). Movement studies are fundamental for various reasons—
movement takes part in many aspects of an organism’s biology (Nathan et al. 2008). Ultimately,
understanding movement and activity patterns improves sampling strategies, especially of
elusive and infrequently moving animals such as snakes (Willson et al. 2011, Alexander &
Maritz 2015, Eskew & Todd 2017). Furthermore, a comprehensive understanding of predator
movement has important implications for prey populations and permits more conclusive
interpretations of studies on prey mortality, especially in the context of nest predation (Lloyd
2016).
2.1.2 Nest predation
A significant proportion of avian mortality is caused by nest predation (Ricklefs 1969).
Researchers have focused on identifying nest predators and found that snakes are often among
the main predators (Thompson et al. 1999, Thompson & Burhans 2003, Thompson & Burhans
2004, Stake et al. 2004, Stake et al. 2005, Natusch et al. 2016). Thompson & Burhans (2004)
found that predation studies using artificial nests might often be biased. Artificial nests appear to
be predated mainly by mammals and birds, but not snakes. In comparison, a large proportion of
the predators of real nests are snakes (65%), followed by birds and mammals (Thompson &
Burhans 2004). Furthermore, nest predators may vary on seasonal and diel scales (Natusch et al.
2016). Thus, inferences based on results from artificial nest experiments should be made with
caution. Weatherhead and Blouin-Demers (2004) pointed out the significance of ornithologists
studying snakes to better understand nest predation. Unfortunately, studies on nest predation face
limitations due to a lack of understanding of the predators themselves (Lloyd 2016).
Sociable weavers experience high rates of nest predation by snakes, specifically by cape cobra
and boomslang (MacLean 1973c, Covas 2002). In areas where the distribution of the snakes
overlap with those of sociable weaver, the snakes are thought to regulate the population
dynamics of the colonial breeder (MacLean 1973c, Covas 2002, Lloyd 2016). Predation by
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snakes causes up to 70% of nest mortality (Covas 2002). In areas where only one of the species
occurs nest survival is potentially higher. However, the impact of individual snake species on the
reproductive success of sociable weavers has not been quantified. In addition, a lack of
information regarding of the influence of environmental conditions on snake movement hinders
ornithological understanding of nest predation and variation thereof.
2.1.3 Effect of climate change on avian reproduction
Temperate regions are characterized by distinct summer and winter seasons. In these regions, the
onset of avian reproduction is linked to temperature, with earlier clutch laying in warmer springs
(Dunn 2004, Visser et al. 2009). However, in arid systems, rainfall appears to be the significant
predictor for reproduction by birds (Zann et al. 1995, Bolger et al. 2005, Altwegg & Anderson
2009, Saunders et al. 2013). Food availability is correlated with both temperature and rainfall,
but correlation strength with either one factor likely varies between systems (Dean & Milton
2001, Dunn 2004, Altwegg & Anderson 2009). In semiarid savannas in southern Africa, the
reproductive onset and output of sociable weavers (Philetairus socius) is highly correlated with
summer rainfall, which is a significant predictor of food availability (Covas et al. 2008, Altwegg
et al. 2014). However, Mares et al. (2017) found that rainfall and temperature influence the
reproduction of this communal breeder. Specifically, warmer springs result in earlier breeding
onset and cooler summers can prolong the breeding season (Mares et al. 2017). A long-studied
population of sociable weavers (Philetairus socius) in South Africa has experienced a decline in
numbers potentially in response to climate change (Altwegg et al. 2014, Mares et al. 2017).
Increasing temperatures and aridity result in lower food abundance, and ultimately influence
reproductive output negatively (Covas et al. 2008, Altwegg et al. 2014, Lloyd 2016).
Importantly, the potential impacts of climate change on sociable weaver reproduction combined
with nest predation pressure by snakes, may accelerate population declines and potentially local
extinctions (Lloyd 2016). Unfortunately, the environmental correlates of snake foraging
behaviour remain poorly described, limiting our ability to predict such effects.
The aim of this chapter is to identify environmental correlates of sociable weaver colony
visitation by snakes at Benfontein Nature Reserve. Specifically, I integrate more than 2000
sociable weaver colony observations in which I scored the presence or absence of cape cobra and
boomslang respectively to understand patterns of colony visitation. Using logistic regression
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analyses, I relate species-specific presence/absence patterns to a variety of abiotic (e.g. wind,
temperature) and biotic factors (e.g. breeding activity, nest characteristics). I hypothesize that the
presence of cape cobra and boomslang in sociable weaver colonies occurs non-randomly and (1)
depends on a particular set of temporal and spatial variables, and (2) that those variables differ
for the two snake species.

2.2 Methods
2.2.1 Field methods
Presence/absence
Between 8/8/2016 and 19/4/2017, 2256 nest checks of sociable weaver colonies were conducted
to detect snakes. The study, conducted at the Benfontein Nature Reserve (BNR), included 13
colonies. On arrival at a colony, before conducting any inspections of chambers, visual surveys
were conducted to detect the presence or absence of any snake. Standing underneath the colony,
I used a handheld torch to illuminate the inside of each chamber. Additionally, the tree canopy
and the roof of the nest structure were examined for the presence of snakes. Individual snakes
were identified based on physical features including their scales (smooth versus keeled),
colouration and head features. All observed snakes were classified as adults based on their size
and lack of juvenile markings (i.e. black banded throat of Naja nivea and overall colouration of
Dispholidus typus.
The protocol for detecting snakes in sociable weaver colonies has been used in previous studies
(Covas 2002, Covas et al. 2008, Spottiswoode 2007) and is the standard protocol for the research
conducted at BNR. The protocol has succeeded in detecting snakes within colony chambers, but
detectability of snakes in tree canopies, especially boomslang, is low. Observations on radiotracked boomslang at Tswalu Kalahari Reserve have shown that individuals may remain
undetected in tree canopies even when known to be present (B. Maritz pers. comm).
A variety of abiotic (e.g. wind, temperature) and biotic factors (e.g. breeding activity, nest
characteristics) were collected. These factors were grouped into spatially- and temporallyvariable factors. While spatially-variable factors remain constant through time, they vary from
colony to colony. Conversely, temporally-variable factors change over time, but are likely to be
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similar across the study site at any one time point. Hereafter, I will refer to them as spatial
variables and temporal variables.
Spatial variables
For each colony, spatial variables were collected to relate them to the presence/absence of snakes
and included the following: (1) number of adult birds, (2) number of chambers, (3) volume of the
whole nest structure, (4) distance between lowest branch of host tree and the ground, and (5)
distance between host tree to nearest tree. All measurements were taken to the nearest 0.01 m
using a 50 m measuring tape.
(1) The number of adult birds per colony was quantified by annual colony captures, which
are typically conducted at the beginning of a new breeding season by the sociable weaver
research group, who shared their data with me. During such captures, all individuals of a
colony were captured using mist nets set up around the colony (Covas et al. 2004a). The
captured birds were counted and identified using the individual-specific colourcombination of plastic rings around their feet.
(2) The SWP research group placed numbered, yellow plastic tags next to the entrance
chambers to identify them. New chambers were tagged at the beginning of the breeding
season. Chambers which collapsed or were newly built throughout the breeding season
were tagged and documented. However, the change of the number of chambers
throughout the season is small. Therefore, I used the number of chambers recorded in the
beginning of the breeding season for all of my analyses. Again, these data were gathered
by the sociable weaver team and shared with me.
(3) Measurements of the length, width and height of each colony were recorded to estimate
the volume of the structure. In cases of structures with irregular shapes, two
measurements were taken (e.g. minimum and maximum length to get the average length).
The length of a colony was measured parallel to the supporting branch and the width
perpendicular to the length. The height of the structure was measured from the lower side
of the colony (where chamber entrances are located) to the top of the dome-like structure.
For height measurements the minimum and maximum height was recorded based on the
lowest and highest chamber of the colony, as these often varied extensively.
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(4) Measurements of the distance between the lowest branch and the ground were taken.
Snakes are able to use low hanging branches to ascend trees. At the study site,
camelthorn trees (Vachellia erioloba), hosting sociable weaver colonies, have different
appearances or growths, resulting in some individual trees having very low hanging
branches.
(5) Distance from the trunk base of the tree hosting the colony to the trunk of the nearest tree
was recorded. The nearest neighbouring tree was defined as a woody plant with a DBH
(diameter at breast height) greater than 15 cm.
Temporal variables
The temporal variables represent (1) breeding related variables and (2) weather variables, which
were obtained for every colony observation. Breeding variables included the numbers of eggs
and chicks, and the number of active breeding chambers in each colony. I incorporated six
weather variables in this study, namely minimum and maximum daily temperature, wind speed,
precipitation, humidity and air pressure.
(1) The breeding variables were obtained through daily visitations to the colonies as
performed by the sociable weaver team: full colony checks and control checks. Every
third day, when colonies underwent a full colony check, all chambers were inspected for
the presence of new clutches. Sociable weaver breeding pairs lay their eggs in 1-day
intervals, thus this survey approach enabled estimation of the laying date of new clutches.
Additionally, the examination of the remaining chambers identified the reproductive
content or the absence of such. Hence, every three days, the exact number of eggs and
chicks was updated, and any losses recorded, for every colony. Despite serving a
different purpose, control checks often discovered the loss of eggs or chicks (broken eggs
or dead chicks on the ground beneath the colony or snake in chambers) prior to full
colony checks. In the case of dead chicks that were already ringed, the identification
using the rings ascertained the chamber of origin. For broken eggs, the chamber of origin
was usually identified by checking the chambers. These recordings aided in a more
precise documentation of the chambers’ content at any point in time. The documentation
of clutches and broods additionally enabled quantification of the number of active
breeding chambers.
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(2) Weather related measures were required to assess whether abiotic factors predict the
presence/absence of snakes. I obtained most of the weather data from the South African
Weather Service (SAWS). The nearest weather station, located at Kimberley Airport
(station number 0290468A9), was approximately 10 km from the study site. The obtained
data included minimum and maximum temperature (°C), wind speed (m/s), humidity
(%), air pressure (hPa) and precipitation (mm). However, rainfall was recorded directly
on BNR using rain gauges installed by the sociable weaver research project. Minimum
temperature reflects the lowest recorded temperature at night, while maximum
temperature represents the highest record for the day. Wind speed, humidity and air
pressure recordings reflect the morning conditions (at 0800 h) as sampling took place in
the mornings.
2.2.2 Statistical analysis
To identify any temporal and spatial correlates of sociable weaver nest visitation and predation
by cape cobra and boomslang I used two different data sets—one set including all 13 study
colonies and another set excluding the protected colonies. For both data sets, I performed Χ2 tests
on the numbers of observed colonies to identify whether there were significant differences
between the frequencies with each colony was observed. Additionally, I performed regression
tests between the number of observed snakes (of each species) at individual colonies and the
frequencies with which colonies were observed to test if they are related. The Χ2 tests were
performed in SPSS and the regression tests were performed in Microsoft Excel. All other
statistical analyses were performed in R (R Development Core Team, 2018).
Temporal and spatial data
For all variables I compared Pearson’s correlation coefficients to identify multicollinearity
between variables, to inform whether a principal component analysis was required. I generated a
heat map to visualize any existing correlations, including their corresponding correlation
coefficients (r). I standardized the temporal and spatial data using the scale function in base R (R
Development Core Team, 2018). This standardization keeps the relationships of the transformed
variables equal to those of the untransformed variables.
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Principal component analysis (PCA)
To meet the requirements of regression analyses, I ran principal component analyses (PCA) on
the temporal and spatial data sets to remove the multicollinearity among the predictor variables.
The PCA converted correlated variables into new uncorrelated multivariate scores, called
principal components (PCs). Additionally, PC factor loadings, Kaiser’s criterion (eigenvalues)
and the proportions of variance were quantified. Loading coefficients greater than or equal to 0.3
and less than or equal to -0.3 were considered significant.
Retaining components
Three different methods (screeplots, eigenvalues and cumulative percentage of variance) were
used to decide which principal components to retain. Screeplots are graphs that show the
variance for each PC, which typically results in an elbow-shaped figure. The screeplot method is
based on the first pronounced break between components. All components before and at the
point of break were retained. The next method uses the eigenvalues or Kaiser’s criterion to
decide on the number of retained components. All PCs with eigenvalues greater than 1 were
retained. In order to use the cumulative percentage of variance to retain PCs, one has to decide
on a cut-off percentage. I retained the fewest number of PCs that explain at least 75% of the
variation found in the data. The numbers of retained PCs from each method were compared to
one another to identify any similarities or differences between the number of retained
components.
Multiple logistic regression analysis
Two multiple logistic regression analyses were run on the retained principle components
describing temporal and spatial variables. The first analysis examined the relationship between
the presence/absence of cape cobra and the temporal and spatial PCs. The second analysis
examined the same relationship for boomslang. The models tested which principal components
significantly predict the presence or absence of the snakes. I performed a backwards model
selection with all retained PCs dropping non-significant components for the final model. The
best fit was given by the model with the lowest Akaike’s information criterion (AIC). To
interpret the findings from the regression analyses, the eigenvectors of significant PCs were
multiplied with the Z-value to obtain the correct direction of the examined relation.
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2.3 Results
2.3.1 Temporal and spatial collinearity
Correlation analysis showed multicollinearity among both temporal and spatial variables (Figure
2.1). Some spatial variables, explaining nest characteristics, were highly correlated with each
other (Figure 2.1).

Figure 2.1: Heat map matrix of Pearson’s correlation coefficients for multiple spatial and
temporal variables.
Tree protection was negatively correlated with measurements of colony size (volume of nest
structure, number of adults, and number of chambers). The correlation coefficients revealed
weaker correlations for temporal variables. Minimum temperature is positively correlated with
maximum temperature and wind speed, but negatively correlated with pressure (Figure 2.1).
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2.3.2 Data analysis including all 13 colonies
Among all 13 colonies, I gathered a total of 2256 presence/absence observations of snakes in
sociable weaver colonies over the entire study period (Table 2.1). There was a significant
difference in the frequencies with which each colony was observed (Χ2= 207.11, df = 11, P <
0.01; Table 2.1).
Table 2.1: Summary of the number of observations and the snake occurrences for each
study colony at the Benfontein Nature Reserve. The total values (Σ) display the data sets
including all colonies (n = 13) and excluding protected colonies (n = 9).
Observations

Naja nivea
occurrences

Dispholidus typus
occurrences

2

149

4

0

7

193

3

3

8

187

2

6

11

182

4

6

20

179

7

0

21

144

0

1

27

178

0

1

31

182

5

0

32

183

3

2

37

195

9

0

38

134

1

0

43

153

0

0

71

197

0

0

Σ13

2256

38

19

Σ9

1549

31

18

Colony ID

The average number of observations per colony was 174. All individual snakes that were
detected were classified as adults. Out of the 57 , 38 records were cape cobra and 19 records
were boomslang (Table 2.1). I found that the number of cape cobra, boomslang and pooled snake
occurrences were not related to the number of times colonies were observed (Regression tests:
cape cobra – F1,11 = 1.99, P = 0.19; boomslang – F1,11 = 1.32, P = 0.27; pooled snake occurrences
– F1,11 = 4.19, P = 0.07).
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The comparison of methods for retaining principal components showed that the number of
retained PCs mostly differ (Table 2.2). The same number of PCs describing spatial variables
were retained using either the Kaiser’s criterion or cumulative percentage of variance.
Table 2.2: Comparison of three different methods to retain principal components
explaining spatial and temporal variables for 13 Philetairus socius colonies.
Method

Temporal PCs retained

Spatial PCs retained

Screeplot

2

3

Kaiser's criterion

3

2

Cumulative percentage of variance

4

2

The screeplot displaying spatial variability showed a pronounced break in the slope after the
third spatial component (Figure 2.2A). However, two PCs already explain 81% of the total
variation, well above the cut-off percentage (Table 2.3).

Figure 2.2: Screeplots of the proportion of the spatial variability (A) and temporal
variability (B) found in the data collected for the data set including all 13 sociable weaver
(Philetairus socius) colonies at the Benfontein Nature Reserve. The total amount of
variation for the spatial variables is explained by six spatial principal components with a
distinct elbow visible after the inclusion of three PCs. The total amount of variation for the
temporal variables is explained by seven temporal principal components.
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The screeplot method retained two temporal PCs (Figure 2.2B), explaining less than 50% of the
total variation in the data (Table 2.3). The Kaiser’s criterion method retained three temporal PCs,
explaining approximately 65% of data variation. The last method, cumulative percentage of
variance, retained four temporal PCs, which together explained 77.9% of the variation found in
the data (Table 2.3). Based on the low cumulative variation explained by two and three retained
PCs, the results from the last method were used to retain components.
Table 2.3: Eigenvalues, proportion of variance explained and cumulative proportion of
variance explained for retained temporal and spatial variables for 13 Philetairus socius
colonies.
Eigenvalues

Proportion of variance
explained

Cumulative proportion of
variance explained

PC1

2.09

0.299

0.299

PC2

1.33

0.189

0.489

PC3

1.12

0.160

0.648

PC4

0.91

0.131

0.779

PC1

3.08

0.514

0.514

PC2

1.78

0.297

0.810

PC3

0.56

0.093

0.903

Temporal PCs

Spatial PCs

Cape cobra
Table 2.4 presents the results from the multiple logistic regression analysis for cape cobra when
including all sociable weaver colonies. The presence or absence of cape cobra is significantly
affected by the first two spatial PCs and first temporal PC (Table 2.4).
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Table 2.4: Results from multiple regression analysis for all retained temporal and spatial
principal components for cape cobra (Naja nivea) for the data set including all 13 sociable
weaver (Philetairus socius) colonies. The asterix (*) indicates the significance of a variable
(P < 0.05).
Principal components

Z

P

Standard Error

Spatial PC1

-2.258

0.024*

0.111

Spatial PC2

-2.821

0.005*

0.221

Temporal PC1

2.709

0.007*

0.126

Temporal PC2

0.725

0.469

0.154

Temporal PC3

-0.208

0.835

0.160

Temporal PC4

0.196

0.844

0.173

Finally, spatial PC2 (29.7% of variance) is significantly driven by several variables including the
distance to the nearest tree, the distance between the lowest branch and ground, and lastly the
snake excluding protection of the tree (Table 2.5). After multiplying by their corresponding Zvalues, these findings indicate that cape cobra are more likely to occupy sociable weaver
colonies when weather conditions are warm and windy and, predominantly favour large,
unprotected colonies with high tree canopies and nearby trees.
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Table 2.5: Factor loadings of retained principal components for climatic and
environmental variables across 13 sociable weaver colonies collected at Benfontein Nature
Reserve.
Temporal variables

PC1

PC2

PC3

PC4

Max. temperature

0.309

-0.332

0.642

-0.180

Min. temperature

0.603

-0.198

0.068

0.059

Wind

0.460

0.202

-0.276

0.426

Humidity

-0.005

-0.676

-0.136

-0.201

Air pressure

-0.545

-0.162

0.063

-0.076

Rain

0.073

-0.405

-0.673

-0.094

Number of active nests

0.165

0.403

-0.178

-0.853

Number of adults

-0.536

0.035

-0.044

-

Volume of colony

-0.540

-0.046

-0.210

-

Number of chambers

-0.561

0.063

-0.019

-

0.079

0.598

-0.762

-

Lowest branch

-0.249

0.533

0.554

-

Tree protected

0.194

0.592

0.259

-

Spatial variables

Distance to nearest tree

Boomslang
The multiple logistic regression analysis identified only the fourth temporal PC as significant
(Table 2.6). This component explains 13.1% of the overall variance and is driven by the number
of active breeding chambers and wind, respectively (Table 2.5). Average wind speed for
boomslang occurrences was 3.6 m/s. After multiplying by their corresponding Z-values, these
findings indicate that boomslang are more likely to occupy weaver nests when it is less windy,
and predominantly favour colonies with greater breeding activity. The results indicate that
temperature does not meaningfully drive the foraging of boomslang within the range of
temperatures recorded during the study period.
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Table 2.6: Results from multiple regression analysis for all retained temporal and spatial
principal components for boomslang (Dispholidus typus). The asterix (*) indicates the
significance of a variable (P < 0.05).
Principal components

Z

P

Standard Error

Spatial PC1

-0.832

0.405

0.154

Spatial PC2

-1.116

0.264

0.264

Temporal PC1

0.938

0.349

0.188

Temporal PC2

-0.112

0.911

0.206

Temporal PC3

-0.714

0.475

0.168

Temporal PC4

-2.611

0.009*

0.250

2.3.3 Data analysis excluding protected colonies
Among all non-protected colonies (n = 9) a total of 1549 colony observations were recorded
(Table 2.1). There was a significant difference between the total observations for each colony
(Χ2 = 192.1, df = 7, P < 0.01; Table 2.1). Excluding protected colonies reduced the sample size
for cape cobra from 38 to 31 individuals, and for boomslang from 19 to 18 individuals. Colony
43 and 71 were not visited by any snakes, while Colony 27 was visited by one boomslang and
Colony 20 was visited by cape cobra on seven occasions. Again, I found that the number of cape
cobra and boomslang occurrences were not related to the number of times colonies were
observed (Regression tests: cape cobra – F1,7 = 3.97, P = 0.08; boomslang – F1,7 = 1.71, P =
0.23). However, the number of the pooled snake occurrences per colony were related to the
number of times colonies were observed (Regression test: pooled snake occurrences – F1,7 =
16.04, P < 0.05).
For consistency, I used the same method to retain principal components explaining spatial and
temporal variables as in the previous data set for all colonies, thus excluding the reporting of
further screeplots. The cumulative percentage of at least 75% was reached when retaining the
first two spatial PCs and the first four temporal PCs (Table 2.7).
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Table 2.7: Cumulative proportion of variance for spatial and temporal principal
components for the data set excluding protected sociable weaver (Philetairus socius)
colonies.
Cumulative Proportion
of Variance
Spatial data
Temporal data

PC1

PC2

PC3

PC4

PC5

PC6

PC7

0.648
0.296

0.839
0.483

0.974
0.642

0.995
0.776

1.000
0.880

0.957

1.000

Cape cobra
When excluding protected sociable weaver colonies, the presence or absence of cape cobra is
only significantly affected by the first temporal PC (Table 2.8). Temporal PC1 explains 29.6% of
the total variance found in the temporal data.
Table 2.8: Results from multiple regression analyses for all retained temporal and spatial
principal components for cape cobra (Naja nivea) for the data set excluding protected
sociable weaver (Philetairus socius) colonies (n = 9). The asterix (*) indicates the
significance of a variable (P < 0.05).
Principal components

Z

P

Standard Error

Spatial PC1

-0.733

0.465

0.122

Spatial PC2

1.016

0.310

0.212

Temporal PC1

2.342

0.019*

0.139

Temporal PC2

0.871

0.384

0.171

Temporal PC3

-0.246

0.805

0.182

Temporal PC4

-0.150

0.881

0. 205

The contributions by variables are the same as for the previous data set: minimum temperature,
air pressure, wind and, maximum temperature, respectively (Table 2.9). The spatial PCs, which
are significant for the analyses with all colonies, are not significant when removing the protected
colonies from the analysis. After multiplying the factor loadings by their corresponding Z-values,
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these findings indicate that cape cobra are more likely to occupy sociable weaver colonies when
weather conditions are warm and windy.
Table 2.9: Factor loadings of retained principal components for temporal and spatial
variables across 9 sociable weaver colonies collected at Benfontein Nature Reserve.
Temporal variables
Max. temperature
Min. temperature
Wind
Humidity
Air pressure
Rain
Number of active nests
Spatial variables
Number of adults
Volume of colony
Number of chambers
Distance to nearest tree
Lowest branch

PC1
0.311
0.609
0.465
0.004
-0.544
0.077
0.119

PC2
-0.328
-0.180
0.218
-0.677
-0.186
-0.425
0.372

PC3
0.646
0.067
-0.278
-0.139
0.680
-0.659
-0.207

PC4
-0.185
-0.072
0.371
-0.215
-0.067
-0.032
-0.878

-0.523
-0.516
-0.549
-0.149
-0.370

0.053
0.163
0.078
-0.982
-0.024

-

-

Boomslang
The results for the analysis using the data set excluding protected colonies are the generally the
same as for the analysis that included all colonies. The multiple logistic regression analysis
identified only the fourth temporal PC as significant (Table 2.10). This component explains
13.4% of the overall variance and is highly contributed to by the number of active breeding
chambers, and wind, but at lower strength (Table 2.9). After multiplying by their corresponding
Z-values, these findings indicate that boomslang predominantly favour colonies with high
breeding activity are more likely to occupy weaver nests when it is less windy.
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Table 2.10: Results from multiple regression analysis for all retained temporal and spatial
principal components for boomslang (Dispholidus typus) for the data set excluding
protected sociable weaver (Philetairus socius) colonies (n = 9). The asterix (*) indicates the
significance of a variable (P < 0.05).
Principal components

Z

P

Standard Error

Spatial PC1

0.445

0.657

0.177

Spatial PC2

-0.851

0.395

0.246

Temporal PC1

0.438

0.661

0.196

Temporal PC2

-0.178

0.859

0.214

Temporal PC3

-1.139

0.255

0.179

Temporal PC4

-3.172

0.002*

0.282

2.4 Discussion
2.4.1 Influences on snake presence
Snake presence in sociable weaver colonies varies temporally and spatially, correlating with
environmental variables. Moreover, the correlates of snake detection in colonies and
environmental variables are different for cape cobra and boomslang. Both species appear to be
predominately impacted by temporally variable factors.
A combination of principal components, including spatial and temporal variables, predict the
presence of cape cobra in sociable weaver colonies. The results indicate that cape cobra
primarily forage on warm and windy days and possibly favour larger colonies. Cape cobra
presence in colonies increased with higher minimum and maximum temperature, and greater
wind speed, but low air pressure. In this study, the average minimum temperature for active cape
cobra was 15.8 °C. However, cape cobra were absent when minimum temperatures dropped
below 9 ºC, indicating a minimum temperature threshold for movement. Active on warmer days,
minimum temperature appears to be the more significant predictor for cape cobra presence than
maximum temperature. The first analysis including data from all colonies identified three
significant nest variables (number of adults, colony volume, number of chambers), which were
highly correlated and generally described colony size. Mostly living in terrestrial and
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subterranean habitats, cape cobra might detect larger colonies more readily due to the physical
size and greater avian activity around the colony’s perimeter (Spottiswoode 2007). Furthermore,
nest predation by cape cobra increases for colonies with nearby trees and lower branches. Cape
cobra may favour colonies with greater surrounding tree coverage to avoid open spaces where
they are more vulnerable to predation (e.g. predatory birds and mongooses). Additionally, trees
with low branches might provide them with extra pathways to ascend a tree besides using the
stem.
The datasets produced similar findings—factors influencing boomslang presence in colonies are
limited to two variables. The results showed that greater breeding activity and lower wind speed
results in increased nest visitation by boomslang. Arboreal snakes might experience higher rates
of cooling or desiccation at high wind velocity (Baeyens & Rountree 1983, Sun et al. 2001).
Also, boomslang might even avoid cape cobra as they forage during windy conditions. Eskew &
Todd (2017) suggested that foraging success and predation risk might explain predicting factors
for snake activity. Temperature was found to be non-significant for boomslang activity. However
the data showed that boomslang foraged in colonies at similar temperatures as cape cobra.
Analyzing the presence-absence data for boomslang showed that the cumulative proportion of
variance was the most appropriate method for retaining principal components.
The differences of environmental variables predicting the presence or absence of cape cobra and
boomslang in sociable weaver colonies might arise due to several reasons. Visitations of colonies
by cape cobra are strongly impacted by climatic conditions while boomslang visitation are
predominantly predicted by breeding activity. These differences are potentially due to major
differences in the biology and ecology of the two snake species (e.g. habitat use, diet, sensory
organs, functional morphology; Lillywhite & Henderson 1993, Bates et al. 2014, Lillywhite
2014, Marais 2014, Layloo et al. 2017, Smith et al. 2019). Despite distributional and
vegetational overlaps, the preferred habitats of the two species differ substantially—cape cobra
are mostly terrestrial while boomslang is a primarily arboreal species (Bates et al. 2014, Marais
2014, Smith et al. 2019). The arboreal lifestyle of boomslang might cause the earlier detection of
breeding activity (i.e. when most chambers are filled with eggs) than cape cobra. Mullin &
Cooper (1998) found that foraging gray rat snakes use visual stimulus to detect the movement of
provisioning adult birds around nests. Boomslang might detect the breeding activity more readily
through visual senses as a result of living in the same habitat as the prey. During incubation
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period, the visual stimulus is greater in the direct vicinity of the nests as adult birds spend more
time incubating than on foraging. Arboreal snakes usually have well developed eyes, potentially
aiding in the detection of their prey (Lillywhite & Henderson 1993). Once nest provisioning
increases after hatching, cape cobra start targeting nests. The differences in habitat use reflect the
differences in the diet of the two snakes. Individuals of both consume all tetrapod classes, but the
proportions at which these classes are consumed by the two snakes differ considerably. Cape
cobra feed mostly on mammals and reptiles, while boomslang prey mostly on birds and reptiles
(Layloo et al. 2017, Smith et al. 2019). Additionally, the different determinants of snake
presence might be influenced by predator avoidance by boomslang. Cape cobra are known to
predate heavily on other snakes (Layloo et al. 2017), including boomslang (Maritz et al. 2019).
Therefore, boomslang might maximise their net benefits, by visiting colonies earlier to reduce
exposure to predation by cape cobra and to increase foraging success as most chambers are
actively breeding. However, further analyses of other factors are required to produce a better
understanding of this activity pattern.
Spottiswoode (2009) showed that nest predation increases with colony size. Similarly, my results
showed that cape cobra presence is related to larger colonies. However, only the analysis
including all 13 colonies identified colony size as a predicting variable of cobra presence.
Therefore, using colony size as a variable has less statistical power to predict cape cobra
presence in sociable weaver colonies than using climatic variables such as minimum temperature
and wind. The presence of boomslang increases with increasing breeding activity, which
indicates that colony size is a potential predictor for presence as well because larger colonies
usually have greater numbers of adult individuals than smaller colonies producing greater
breeding activity. The metallic starling (Aplonis metallica), also a communal nesting passerine,
has a variety of predators including mammals, birds, reptiles and amphibians (Natusch et al.
2016). Snakes and amphibians are the main predators of starling eggs and nestlings and primarily
congregate under colonies during the nesting stage (Natusch et al. 2016). Predator presence is
significantly greater at larger communal nests of metallic starlings (Natusch et al. 2016). Nest
predators such as snakes may detect larger colonies more readily than smaller ones.
Reasons for increased snake presence in larger colonies might involve easier detection of the
nests, greater avian activity around the nest’s perimeter and greater food resource to be exploited
by predators in order to maximize their energy intake. Previous studies on nest predation suggest
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that predators detect avian nests through increased parental activity (Skutch 1949, Martin et al.
2000). Sociable weavers forage in flocks resulting in greater activity, which might make them
more conspicuous to cape cobra than individually foraging birds (Spottiswoode 2007). In
tropical forests, snakes use olfactory cues to locate communal bird nests (Natusch et al. 2017).
Parental activity and the strength of the scent present at the colony likely increases with colony
size as the amount of breeding increases as well. Thus, increased scent and parental foraging
after the onset of breeding are possible cues for nest predators to start their search for colonies,
specifically cape cobra. Martin et al. (2000) showed that nest site is a significant factor
predicting nest predation. Similarly, Sperry et al. (2008) suggest that greater predation rates of
golden-cheeked warblers (Dendroica chrysoparia) compared to those of black-capped vireos
(Vireo atricapillais) are likely the consequence of Texas rat snakes (Elaphe obsoleta)
frequenting warbler habitats more than those of vireos. This indicates that certain colonies may
experience more predation due to its location within the landscape. My results showed that the
location of a colony in terms of distance to nearest tree predicted cobra presence negatively. The
same pattern was observed for branch height (i.e. higher branches decreased snake visitation).
Other studies of climatic influences on snake activity show similar results. For example, activity
pattern of pit vipers (Gloydius shedaoensis), a species from north-eastern China, is influenced by
spatial (different parts of a path) and temporal (season and weather conditions) factors (Sun et al.
2001). The study found that the presence of pit vipers was significantly affected by temperature,
wind speed and humidity. More snakes were observed on hot days, with lower wind speed and
humidity. Specifically smaller snakes (juveniles) are less active on windy days, indicating that
snake activity varies depending on body size (Sun et al. 2001). Eskew & Todd (2017) found that
daily activity of temperate snakes is positively and negatively correlated with temperature and
rainfall, respectively. Possible explanations for these factors included physiological constraints,
and trade-offs between foraging success and predation risk (Eskew & Todd 2017). Studies have
suggested that snakes are more active on warmer days (Sun et al. 2001, Sperry at al. 2008).
Sperry et al. (2008) reported also that the activity pattern of Texas rat snakes (Pantherophis
obsoletus) is correlated stronger with minimum daily temperatures than maximum daily
temperatures. These studies and the finding from this study show that variables affecting snake
activity differ. Such differences may differ between and among species, likely as a result of
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differences in their natural histories (e.g. body size, foraging mode, habitat; Sun et al. 2001,
Eskew & Todd 2017).
2.4.2 Temporal niche partitioning
On a broad scale, cape cobra and boomslang are less likely to experience high interspecific
competition in areas where they co-occur because 1) they largely inhabit different types of
microhabitats (terrestrial versus arboreal) and 2) the primarily consumed prey types differ
extensively. However, in areas of syntopy with sociable weavers, these snakes heavily depredate
the same food resource, raising the question how they are able to coexist. Competing for the
same resource as the ophiophagous cape cobra, involves an inherent predation risk for
boomslang. My finding of the differences in temporal factors influencing the activity of these
two snakes, indicate that they may partition the singular food resource on the temporal scale axis.
Temporal niche partitioning (or conditional differentiation) occurs when competing species are
able to coexist based on varying environmental conditions (Schoener 1974, Angert et al. 2009).
Based on the results here, the presence of snakes in sociable weaver colonies is influenced by
varying temporal factors—boomslang presence depends on breeding activity and cape cobra
presence depends on warm minimum temperature and windy conditions. Additionally, opposed
to cape cobra, I found that boomslang forage in less windy conditions. Research on the mountain
lizard (Iberolacerta aurelioi) showed that the thermoregulation of these reptiles is negatively
affected by increased windspeed, possibly reducing daily activity (Ortega et al. 2016). With
increasing wind speed, temperatures in arboreal sites are lower than terrestrial sites, relating to
differences in body temperatures (Sun et al. 2002). Sun et al. (2001) found that wind speed
affects pit-viper (Gloydius shedaoensis) numbers, specifically juveniles as they may be affected
more than larger individuals. By virtue of a smaller SVL relative to body mass, cape cobra have
a lower surface-area-to-volume ratio (SA:V) and therefore greater thermal inertia than
boomslang. With a lower SA:V, the effect of windspeed on body temperature would be less for
cape cobra.This suggests that boomslang forage in less windy conditions because arboreal
habitats are cooler than terrestrial habitats (Sun et al. 2002). Therefore, cape cobra forage on
windy days to counter the high temperatures of the soil.
Differences in activity patterns of other organisms has been linked to temporal niche partitioning
(Albrecht & Gotelli 2001, Rouag et al. 2007, Sivan et al. 2013). The two sympatric lizards
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Psammodromus algirus and Acanthodactylus erythrurus share the same food resource, but
partition it based on differences in daily activity (i.e. they forage at different diel times). This
temporal difference reduces direct competition and potentially aids in the coexistence of two
species with greatly overlapping habitats and diets (Rouag et al. 2007). Additionally, a recent
study on two desert snakes in Israel investigated coexistence between Saharan sand viper
(Cerastes vipera) and the Crowned leafnose snake (Lytorhynchus diadema; Sivan et al. 2013).
Dietary selection differs for these snakes, but both ingest a large proportion of a specific food
item, the Nidua fringe-fingered lizard (Acanthodactylus scutellatus). Additionally, both snakes
are nocturnal and active during spring and summer, but their seasonal and daily activities peak at
different times, suggesting that temporal niche differentiation contributes to the coexistence of
these two desert snakes (Sivan et al. 2013).
As a result of different environmental conditions favouring the presence or activity of a specific
species, cape cobra and boomslang might reduce interspecific competition. The competitive
interactions between the two predators contribute to the structuring of the natural communities.
For sociable weavers, the temporal niche partitioning between these snakes means that different
environmental conditions favour nest predation by specific predators.
2.4.3 Sampling biases and limitations
Temporally variable factors are inherently temporally autocorrelated with potential influences on
my findings. Extended periods of warmth might be needed to trigger foraging behaviour, and so
the actual measure of climatic variables on a single day might provide little information. The
analyses of this study are strongly linked to fine scale temporal variability due to the selection of
variables, daily sampling and restriction of sampling to a single breeding season of sociable
weavers. On account of my working with the sociable weaver project, I opted for a more fine
scale temporal approach. However, seasonal effects might be an important factor as well. Snakes
potentially forage more in warm weather—not because it is warm, but because it is summer time
when birds breed. The findings of this study are directly related to when the birds are breeding.
My approach makes it difficult to make inferences on a broad temporal scale. However, snake
activity within sociable weaver colonies is expected to decrease during winter when the birds are
usually not breeding. Including presence-absence data for snakes during the winter months over
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consecutive years will allow for more broad scale inferences and increase the sample size of
observed snakes, which was especially low for boomslang.
The protection of colonies is an anthropogenic measure taken to eliminate nest predation by
snakes. Such human induced interferences usually result in a sampling bias, which had
implications for the analyses of both predicting spatial and temporal determinants of snake
presence in colonies. I therefore performed the analyses of the presence-absence data of snakes
including and excluding the protected colonies to identify any biases of the results. The results
from these two analyses showed that the variables explaining colony size as predicting variable
for cape cobra presence were significant when including all colonies but non-significant when
excluding protected colonies. The removal of protected colonies from the analyses reduced the
sample size severely. When predated, protected colonies should be included in analyses as these
observations provide valuable information. However, the other variables identified as significant
were the same for the analyses of the different data sets, which I interpret as statistically more
powerful than the variables explaining colony size.
The frequencies at which colonies were observed differed throughout the breeding season. The
number of observations was greater for larger colonies than for smaller ones, relating to more
breeding activity. Thus data collection for the Sociable Weaver Project occurred more frequently
at larger colonies. At a species level, the regression tests showed that the different numbers of
times at which colonies were observed did not bias the number of cape cobra or boomslang
observations. This held true for both analyses including and excluding protected colonies.
However, the inclusion of protected colonies in the analysis for all snake occurrences affected
the results. Colonies observed at higher frequencies did result in higher numbers of observed
snakes at non-protected colonies.
The duration of colony sampling varied extensively with colony size and breeding intensity. As a
result snake checks were conducted at varying times, which resulted in a different range of
conditions at which colonies were observed. Snake presence in colonies is potentially influenced
by these different conditions. Snakes visiting colonies for a short time period may be missed due
to late arrivals at colonies. For future studies I recommend that a stricter protocol be in place
ensuring similar times and conditions at which colonies are visited, reducing potential biases.
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2.5 Conclusion
Cape cobra and boomslang activity in sociable weaver colonies appears to be influenced by
different variables, potentially resulting in temporal resource partitioning. Both snakes are
impacted by temporal variables, but these variables differ for cape cobra and boomslang.
Additionally, cape cobra activity is influenced by spatial variables such as colony size, but likely
as a secondary predicting variable. Climatic conditions have stronger statistical power in
predicting cape cobra presence in sociable weaver colonies. Boomslang activity is strongly
linked the breeding intensity of sociable weavers. These differences in snake activity indicate
that certain conditions make predation by cape cobra more likely, whereas other conditions make
predation by boomslang more likely.
This study highlights the value of studying the influences on snake movement. From a
herpetological perspective, this research covers gaps in our knowledge of the natural history of
snakes, specifically environmental factors that influence their movement activity. Movement
plays a fundamental role in all parts of an organism’s life, such as foraging, reproduction and
migration. Although this study focused on movement for foraging, the findings likely apply to
the snakes’ general movement activity. Identifying environmental factors predicting snake
movement is important for future studies in terms of sampling snakes. Sampling of snakes has
always been considered challenging because of their unpredictable movement patterns (Penner et
al. 2008). Identifying activity predicting factors improves sampling technique and success, and
ultimately detectability (Willson et al. 2011).
From an ornithological perspective, understanding how environmental conditions impact
different nest predators, helps to make inferences on nest predation risk of birds (Weatherhead &
Blouin-Demers 2004). The finding of this study shows that different factors influence different
predators. While one predator favours warm and windy conditions for foraging, another prefers
generally less windy conditions. Therefore, the predation risk for the sociable weavers is
complex because one set of conditions can make predations from one predator more likely but
changing conditions might simply make another predator more likely.
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Chapter 3: Predation rates and differential food
resource utilization by two nest predators, Naja
nivea and Dispholidus typus

3.1 Introduction
Predator-prey relationships, which are two-way interactions, drive population dynamics of
organisms thereby shaping ecological communities (Jaksic & Simonetti 1987, Codron et al.
2017). Organisms aim to maximize energy intake and minimize energy expenditure, which is
related to foraging and predation risk (Pettorelli et al. 2011). The effect of predators on prey
populations involves direct and indirect costs. Predators directly affect prey populations by
consuming individuals and thus increasing prey mortality rates (Pettorelli et al. 2011). In order to
decrease predation risk, prey species allocate more energy into predator avoidance, increasing
their energy expenditure thereby indirectly effecting prey. At the same time, foraging activity
and efficiency and as a result, energy intake decreases. Furthermore, the reproductive output of
prey may reduce due to reduced mating opportunity. Thus, predators directly and indirectly
affect the fitness of their prey.
Comprehensive knowledge of the predator's diet improves our understanding of predator-prey
relationships. However, quantifying the diet of snakes is challenging for several reasons,
including infrequent feeding events by snakes and rare observations of such, and limited
accessibility of museum specimens (Greene 1997, Branch 1998, Durso et al. 2011, Glaudas et al.
2017, Layloo et al. 2017). These challenges lead to a limited understanding of an organism's
natural history, highlighting the importance of dietary studies (Litvaitis 2000). However,
knowing which prey species are consumed by a predator is not enough to understand the effects
the predator has on its prey (Litvaitis 2000). To describe predator-prey relationships, one has to
quantify rates of consumption by the organisms (Litvaitis 2000). Quantifying such interactions is
challenging as well for similar reasons (e.g. secretiveness of snakes, few feeding events, low
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detectability). Additionally, prior information on the prey species that are consumed by a
particular snake species is required. Studies that have quantified consumption rates focused on
one or two prey species, while snakes often have a wide range of prey.
Few studies have attempted to quantify prey consumption rates by snake species in the wild,
despite the fact that snakes are globally distributed predators. Imler (1945) found that bull snakes
(Pituophis catenifer sayi) raid 42% of duck nests and Fitch (1948) estimated that Western
rattlesnake (Crotalus oreganus) predate 34% of the offspring of California ground squirrels
(Otospermophilus beecheyi). Diller and Johnson (1988) estimated that Prairie rattlesnakes
(Crotalus viridis) remove approximately 14% of juveniles of Townsend's ground squirrel
(Urocitellus townsendii) and up to 11% of juvenile mountain cottontail rabbits (Sylvilagus
nuttallii). They also estimated predation rates of the same prey species by gopher snakes
(Pituophis catenifer) to be 4% and 22-43%, respectively. Moreover, 81% of the biomass
consumed by rattlesnakes comprised ground squirrels, and 60% of the ingested biomass of
gopher snakes consisted of similar amounts of ground squirrels and cottontail rabbits.
Several methods are used to quantify the diet of snakes, including dissection of gut contents,
palpation of life individuals, direct observations, videography, examination of faecal samples
using undigested fragments or DNA analysis. A more recent approach used by scientists is
citizen science, which has been valuable not only adding new records of prey species, but also
displaying a fairly wide range of the diet of snake species (Layloo et al. 2017, Smith et al. 2019).
While these different methods provide valuable data on the prey consumed by snakes, they all
have limitations and are often biased. For example, Glaudas et al. (2017) compared data received
from the dissection of gut contents of museum specimens with that of videography of wild puff
adders (Bitis arietans). They found that diet breadth was narrower when measured using museum
specimens compared to when using fixed videography. Additionally, on average, the prey items
found in museum specimens were more than three times larger than those observed in video
footage. Therefore, smaller prey species are often undetected in studies using museum specimens
only and do not provide reliable information on predation and consumption rates by snakes.
Studies on Naja nivea and Dispholidus typus have shown that their diets are diverse, including
prey from all tetrapod classes (Layloo et al. 2017, Smith et al. 2019). However, the main
consumed prey classes differ for the two species. Both snake species have a relatively low
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standardized Levin’s measure of niche breadth using family-level prey frequencies (cape cobra–
BA = 0.29; boomslang–BA = 0.13; Layloo et al. 2017, Smith et al. 2019). However, Layloo et al.
(2017) suggested that cape cobra are generalist predators because of the diversity of prey
consumed and the absence of patterns of broad-scale dietary variation. Their data indicated that
they consume any adequately sized prey of tetrapod classes when encountered. Interestingly,
more than a third of the cape cobra diet consists of other snakes (35%; Layloo et al. 2017).
Boomslang have a narrower dietary niche breadth, mostly predating on birds and reptiles (Smith
et al. 2019). Close to 90% of reptiles were members of the family Chamaeleonidae (Smith et al.
2019). Amphibians and mammals only make up 8% of their diet (Smith et al. 2019). Smith et al.
(2019) found that 36% and 54% of the prey items were chameleons and nestling birds,
respectively, and suggest that boomslang diet is restricted to prey with limited mobility as a
result of habitat specialization. Both species show broad-scale dietary similarities and some
species specific overlaps, such as the sociable weaver (Philetairus socius).
In systems where the distribution of those snakes overlap with that of sociable weavers, cape
cobra and boomslang are known to predate on the passerine’s brood. Research on sociable
weavers has also identified honey badger (Mellivora capensis) and pygmy falcon (Polihierax
semitorquatus) as nest predators of sociable weavers (MacLean 1973c). However, these two
predators have a relatively low impact on sociable weaver reproductive success compared to that
of the two snake species (MacLean 1973c, Covas et al. 2004a). Snakes typically raid whole
colonies during a single foraging bout. In areas of syntopy of predator and prey, birds
(particularly nestlings and eggs) likely make up a substantial proportion of the diet of these
snakes, specifically during the breeding season of the birds (Covas 2002). Usually, snakes are
found in the colonial nest structures shortly after the first summer rain when sociable weavers
start breeding. Breeding success of sociable weavers is variable as it depends on rainfall and
predation (Covas 2002, Lloyd 2016). Covas (2002) quantified that predation was the fate for
over 70% of the offspring. Cape cobra and boomslang have been identified as the primary nest
predators (MacLean 1973c, Covas 2002, Spottiswoode 2007, Covas et al. 2008). However,
Lloyd (2016) identified that there is a gap in our understanding of how and when these snakes
forage in sociable weaver colonies. Specifically, how snake movement is influenced by
environmental variables (e.g. weather or the physical nest structure of sociable weavers) and
whether there are any differences in predation by different snake species.
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Interspecific competition occurs when two species use the same resource in an ecosystem, for
example a food or space. Competition can lead to the exclusion of one species (“Competitive
exclusion principle”)—when two sympatric species occupy the same ecological niche, one
species exhibiting an advantage in resource use, will eventually exclude the other (Hardin 1960).
Species competing for the same resource can only coexist if they use the shared resource
differently, also referred to as “niche differentiation” (Kraft et al. 2008). There is a range of ways
in which a resource can be utilized differently. For example, a shared resource can be used at
different times, at different life stages of prey and predator or at different spatial levels
(Kronfeld-Schor & Dayan 2003, Tran et al. 2014). Broad dietary differences exist between cape
cobra and boomslang, but both are known to predate on the brood of sociable weavers.
Boomslang are likely more reliant on the breeding of these birds than cape cobra, however,
because cape cobra have a wide variety of prey especially non-avian prey species (Layloo et al.
2017). In addition to competing for a shared food resource, there is an inherent risk for
boomslang to forage in sociable weaver colonies because cape cobra prey on other snakes,
including boomslang (Layloo et al. 2017, Maritz et al. 2019). This raises the question of whether
there are differences in how these snakes use the shared resource in order to co-exist.
This chapter aims to understand differences in the use of a singular food resource by potentially
competing snake species and the impact snake predation has on sociable weaver reproduction.
The concurrent research on the sociable weavers provided an opportunity to investigate nest
predation by snakes and the potential competition between snakes within this system. Therefore,
I quantified nest predation of the sociable weavers and the time of arrival at colonies, after a new
communal breeding attempt, for both cape cobra (Naja nivea) and boomslang (Dispholidus
typus) over an entire breeding season. I tested the null hypotheses that (i) nest predation by cape
cobra and boomslang would be similar in terms of depredated chambers and prey items, (ii) the
frequency with which chicks and eggs were predated by each snake species would be similar,
(iii) that the mean age of prey consumed by each species of snake would be similar, (iv) that the
two species of snakes arrive at colonies at similar times following the onset of egg laying, and
(v) that the log10 transformation of total mass intake would be similar for both species. In
addition, I compared the total loss of offspring attributable to snake predation for this season to
previous findings on snake predation in this system.
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3.2 Methods
3.2.1 Field methods
Throughout the breeding season of sociable weavers, daily colony visitations for full colony
checks and control nest checks were conducted. The aim of these checks was to collect data on
the presence and absence of snakes and several bird breeding related variables. The breeding
data included the number of eggs and chicks present in each chamber of a colony, and the masses
of eggs, and chicks at different ages (9 and 17 days old).
Snake presence/absence
For each colony visitation the tree canopy, the top of the nest structure and all chambers were
inspected for snakes. A torch illuminated the inside of a chamber to increase visibility and
detection of snakes, especially those positioned deep within a chamber. In the presence of a
snake, the colony was not further inspected for eggs and chicks, but visited daily until the snake
had left. Any eggs or chicks missing from the colony following the observation of a snake were
inferred to have been consumed by that individual snake. In the case of two snakes present in a
colony at the same time, empty chambers near the chamber the snake was observed in were
inferred to have been predated by that individual snake.
Breeding variables
Sociable weavers usually lay eggs at 1-day intervals (MacLean 1973e). After detection of a new
clutch, the laying date of eggs and the clutch size were recorded throughout the breeding season.
The mass of eggs was taken to the nearest 0.01 gram using a digital scale after the third egg was
laid. Eggs laid after that, were weighed directly after detecting them. Therefore, daily visitation
of a new clutch stopped when no more eggs were laid.
Incubation period for sociable weaver eggs is between 13 to 14 days (MacLean 1973e). Thus,
chambers with eggs were visited daily near the estimated hatching date, and visits continued
until all eggs hatched and actual hatching dates were recorded. In order to estimate growth rate
of chicks, the mass of chicks was recorded nine and seventeen days (D9 and D17) after hatching.
After removing chicks from a chamber, they were kept in cotton bags for the duration of the
measuring process. Individuals were placed upside down into a 35 mm film canister to prevent
the birds from escaping and weighed to the nearest 0.01 g. Afterwards the chicks were placed
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back into their chamber. Chicks fledge between 21–24 days after hatching (MacLean 1973e).
However, previous observations showed that nestlings may fledge prematurely when disturbed
after 17 days from hatching. Therefore, after D17 the chambers were not checked again to avoid
premature fledging.
On site arrival, the ground beneath the colony was checked for any broken eggs or dead chicks.
Eggs on the ground were usually considered as ejected by either the parents or other individuals
of a colony. Parent birds eject unfertilized or dead eggs, and chicks that are sick or too weak, or
when they cannot provide enough food for all the chicks. In this case, the smallest chick is
typically ejected. It may also happen that siblings or other individuals of a colony ejected chicks.
However, determination of the exact cause of death was often not possible. Snakes typically
consume the whole content of a chamber (MacLean 1973c, Spottiswoode 2007, Lloyd 2016,
Greuel pers. observation). Therefore, chambers with only partially missing clutches or broods,
were not considered as predated by snakes but rather as ejections (when eggs or chicks are found
on the ground) or as death unknown. On occasion however, snakes dropped chicks while trying
to consume them. The confined space within chambers made it sometimes difficult for snakes to
consume chicks close to fledging age (pers. observation).
For the quantification of consumption rates, I only used events in which snakes were present and
consumed the content of at least one chamber. Therefore, the presence of snake protection (cling
wrap around stem) is irrelevant for my statistical analyses.
3.2.2 Statistical analysis
I include observations from protected colonies into all analyses (except one), because
observations of feeding events are generally low for snakes (Greene 1997). I do not expect any
biases by including the data of snake consumption records in protected colonies in my analyses,
because once in a colony snakes likely eat as much as possible or available. The potential impact
of the clingwrap hindering them from descending the tree with full stomachs is probably
insignificant, as they can digest the consumed prey in the tree or colony (and leave afterwards) or
they potentially fall to the ground on purpose when descending the trunk (Lillywhite 2014).
However, including the data from protected colonies (especially colonies that were never
predated) potentially results in a bias of nest predation across the landscape. Therefore, I perform
analyses using two different data sets to show how strong the results are biased.
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I used the nest check data, which included the number as well as the age of eggs and chicks
present in any chamber in a given colony at any point in time, and the mass of eggs and chicks at
D9 and D17, to test the various consumption hypotheses. Comparing statistics of predation
between cape cobra and boomslang were limited to true predation events (when more than one
chamber or prey item was predated by a snake).
In order to estimate predation rates at my study site, I first had to infer how many chambers were
raided by snakes in a single visit on average. Cape cobra and boomslang were the only snake
species found within colonies during this study and are known as the main predators of sociable
weaver offspring (MacLean 1973c, Covas 2002). Even though other snakes might go into the
colonies, observations are very seldom (Covas, pers. comm); therefore other snake species are
likely to have only a marginal effect on the predation rate. Hence I only used the data for those
two species to make inferences on general snake predation. I compared the mean number of
chambers predated by cape cobra and boomslang. In order to compare the results from this study
to those of previous studies, I calculated predation rates under the same assumption as Covas
(2002). Under further assumptions I assessed snake predation rates based on: 1) using only
predation events when a snake was encountered at a colony (true predation events), 2) using true
predation events plus all observations in which four or more breeding chambers were empty
without encountering a snake, 3) using true predation events plus all encounters when two or
more adjacent breeding chambers were empty without encountering a snake (Covas 2002) and 4)
using observed predation events plus all encounters when one or more breeding chambers were
empty without encountering a snake. The first assumption displays the minimum predation
sociable weaver experience by snakes, while the last assumption displays the maximum snake
predation rate (likely a slight overestimate due to different fates such as ejections or starvation).
The second assumption is based on previous predation estimates (Covas 2002, Covas et al. 2008)
and the third assumption is based on the calculated average number of breeding chambers
predated by snakes in this study. In order to calculate these predation rates I first had to quantify
the total number of reproductive attempts (defined as the total number of eggs laid) and the total
reproductive loss (defined as all eggs and nestlings lost despite their fate) for the entire study
period. Using the total reproductive attempts, I described the predation rates as the percentage of
offspring that is lost to snakes, followed by the proportion of the total reproductive loss attributed
to snake predation.
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Next, I compared the average number of prey items (eggs and chicks combined) consumed by
each snake species to test whether one of the two species has a greater impact on the sociable
weavers numerically than the other. I tested the data on the number of prey items predated per
event for normality using a histogram and tested the hypothesis that the consumption of prey
items by cape cobra and boomslang do not differ by using a non-parametric test (Wilcoxon test).
Subsequently I quantified the number of eggs and chicks consumed per predation event and
grouped them by species. I used a Shapiro-Wilk test, accounting for small sample size, to check
the data for normality. Additionally, I used histograms to compare the results from the normality
test, and found that some of the data identified as normal by the Shapiro-Wilk test were not
normally distributed. Further on, the data on the number of eggs and chicks consumed by each
snake species were treated as non-parametric. For each study species the average number of eggs
and chicks consumed was calculated and compared between species. Wilcoxon rank sum tests
tested for any significant differences in the consumption of eggs and chicks between and within
groups (i.e. whether species A consumes a food item more than species B versus a species
consuming food item 1 more than food item 2).
Additionally, I compared the mean age of prey consumed by the two snake species. The time
from egg laying to fledging ranges from 34 to 38 days (incubation period 13 – 14 days and
nesting period 21 – 24 days; MacLean 1973e). Using the data from this study, an average time
from egg laying to fledging of 35 days was calculated. In order to calculate the average age of
the prey consumed by the two study species, I first calculated the mean age of the prey consumed
for the individual predation events by identifying the exact age for each consumed prey. The data
were tested for normality using Shapiro-Wilk test and for equality of variances using the Fstatistic. Using a two-sample t-test, I compared the mean age of consumed prey between cape
cobra and boomslang to identify differences in their food choice. In addition, I compared the
availability of eggs and chicks at the different consumption events. I quantified the proportions
of eggs and chicks present before each snake event, and the proportions of eggs and chicks
consumed. The proportions of consumed prey (eggs and chicks) were compared between cape
cobra and boomslang with a Fisher’s exact test for count data.
In order to identify whether one snake species arrives earlier at the food resource than the other
species, I assessed the number of days a snake was detected after the start of a colonial breeding
attempt, which was defined as the date of the first egg laid of such attempt. The birds laid their
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eggs mostly synchronously, but on some instances old breeding chambers (i.e. chambers from a
previous attempt that had succeeded) were still active when a new breeding attempt started. In
such cases the date of the first egg laid from the new breeding attempt was used as those made
up the bulk of all active breeding chambers. The mean number of days since breeding
commenced was compared between the two species using a two-sample t-test for unequal
variances.
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Figure 3.1. Mass of sociable weaver offspring in relation to their age (in days). Day 0 refers
to eggs and anything after day 1 refers to the age of chicks. A polynomial trendline shows
an almost linear growth curve for nestlings.

Lastly, I assessed the total mass consumed by snakes in the wild by using estimates of the mass
of eggs and chicks at the time of consumption. The data on mass of eggs and chicks (D9 and
D17) were graphed using a scatter plot and a polynomial trend line was fitted. The mass of eggs
stays constant during incubation. However, after hatching the chicks weight increases daily.
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Therefore, I identified the age of each consumed chick. The polynomial function was then used
to calculate the weight of chicks for the days when no mass was recorded (Figure 3.1). The
averages of mass of eggs, and chicks at D9 and D17 were calculated using the collected data on
egg and chick weight. For each feeding event, the frequencies of prey items consumed for each
age group (i.e. 1-35 days old) were quantified and multiplied by the corresponding mass. The
mass of all eggs and chicks consumed per event was summed and then average mass for all cape
cobra and boomslang was calculated. The data were tested for normality and log-transformed
because they were not normally distributed. I tested whether cape cobra and boomslang consume
significantly different masses of food using an independent two-sample t-test.

3.3 Results
I gathered 57 presence records for snakes in sociable weaver colonies. However, three observed
cape cobra did not consume any available offspring. Therefore, the number of predation events
was 54, including 35 records for cape cobra and 19 for boomslang. These snakes were the only
predators observed in sociable weaver colonies during the study period. In addition, all
individuals were classified as adults.

14%

17%

10%

59%

Naja nivea

Dispholidus typus

unknown fate

fledged

Figure 3.2. Outcome of all eggs (n = 3129) produced across study colonies (n = 13)
throughout the study period. The fate of offspring was categorized into i) offspring was
predated by cape cobra (Naja nivea), ii) offspring was predated by boomslang (Dispholidus
typus), iii) offspring failed but the cause was not known or iv) offspring fledged
successfully.
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Regardless of the cause of death, the overall reproductive failure among 3129 eggs laid across all
13 colonies amounted to 83.3%, with 16.7% of eggs eventually producing successfully fledged
chicks. For 59% of the failed offspring the cause of failure could not be verified, while at least
14% were lost to cape cobra and at least 10% were lost to boomslang (Figure 3.2). This means
that snakes were conservatively responsible for at least 24% of all failures, but probably more.
The individual failure rates for each colony varied from 47.6% to 96.4% (Figure 3.3). Two of the
three lowest failure rates were colonies with snake protection (Figure 3.3). The highest snakerelated loss in relation to individual failure rates was in colony 8 (Figure 3.3), which was visited
by mostly boomslang. This colony was the largest in terms of number of adults and colony
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Figure 3.3. Comparison of the percentage of the reproductive failure rates for individual
colonies disregarding the fate (dark grey) and the proportion of such failures attributable
to snakes (light grey). Colony number with an asterisk (*) indicates that a colony was
protected from snakes. Numbers above bars indicate the total number of reproductive
effort per colony over entire breeding period (i.e. total number of eggs laid).
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The snake protected colonies number 43 and 71 didn’t experience any known predation from
snakes and produced 26.2% of all successful offspring (n = 522). Following Covas (2002),
snakes consumed 60.8% of the total produced offspring (Figure 3.4A). After excluding the nonpredated colonies, the percentage of snake predated offspring increased to 70,6% (Figure 3.4B).
Table 3.1. General information on the individual colonies. Protection is given in binary
code with 1 equal to protected and 0 being non-protected.
Colony

Number of
adults

Colony
volume (m3)

Number of
chambers

Protection

Snake
occurrences

2

16

5.27

12

0

4

7

66

5.19

30

0

6

8

134

13.56

79

0

8

11

65

5.75

40

0

10

20

48

6.60

22

0

7

21

13

2.93

11

0

1

27

32

4.59

22

1

1

31

63

5.44

43

0

5

32

68

8.85

48

0

5

37

83

10.49

73

0

9

38

23

3.36

10

0

1

43

26

3.38

14

1

0

71

76

5.55

35

1

0

Figure 3.4 shows that the exclusion of non-predated colonies resulted in an increase (7 – 21%) of
the proportion of lost offspring. Assuming that one or more missing chambers indicates a snake
predation event, snake inferred loss of offspring across the landscape reached a maximum of
89.1% (Figure 3.4B).
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Figure 3.4. Comparison of lost sociable weaver (Philetairus socius) offspring for A) all
study colonies (n = 13) and B) all colonies predated by snakes at least once (n = 11). Failed
sociable weaver breeding attempts (defined as number of eggs lost during the study period)
were nA = 2607 and nB = 2401, respectively. The proportion of the total lost sociable weaver
offspring are based on the following criteria: i) lost to snakes observed at a colony, ii)
predated by observed snakes and any events when four or more ( 4) breeding chambers
were empty, iii) predated by observed snakes and any events when two or more ( 2)
breeding chambers were empty, iv) predated by observed snakes and any events when one
or more ( 1) breeding chambers were empty.

Across the entire study period, between one and 10 snakes were sighted at each of the 11
predated colonies (Table 3.1). Across these colonies, there was a total reproductive effort of
2786 eggs. Of these eggs, approximately 26.8% were preyed upon by observed snakes (Figure
3.5). However, the overall offspring loss was 86.2%, of which 31.2% was attributed to snake
predation (Figure 3.5). The nest success decreased to 13.8%.
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Figure 3.5. The fate of all eggs laid across sociable weaver colonies (n = 11), predated at
least once, during the study period. The stacked bars show a) the proportion of total
offspring successfully fledged versus failed, b) the proportions of the total offspring failures
being predated by snakes or not, and c) the proportions of consumed offspring by Naja
nivea (dark grey; n = 35) and Dispholidus typus (light grey; n = 19) of the total snake
predation.

3.3.1 Chambers and prey items
Across the landscape, the absolute consumption of sociable weaver offspring is higher for cape
cobra (n = 423) than boomslang (n = 325). Histograms showed that the data for the number of
chambers and prey items predated by cape cobra were not normally distributed (Figure 3.6).
Wilcoxon sum rank tests showed that there was a significant difference between ranks given for
breeding chambers predated (W = 215.5, P = 0.03). The mean (± SD) number of chambers
predated by cape cobra was 4.03 ± 2.76 chambers compared to 5.79 ± 2.88 chambers predated by
boomslang (Figure 3.7). Ranks given for the number of prey items predated by each snake
species differed significantly (W = 223 , P < 0.05; Figure 3.7). The mean number of prey items
predated by cape cobra was 12.09 ± 7.48 prey items compared to 17.11 ± 9.33 prey items
predated by boomslang.
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Figure 3.6. Histograms showing the distribution of the data for the number of chambers
and prey items depredated by Dispholidus typus and Naja nivea. The data for depredated
prey items were binned.
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Figure 3.7. Consumption of sociable weaver (Philetairus socius) offspring for 35 predation
events by cape cobra (Naja nivea) and 19 events for boomslang (Dispholidus typus) showing
the mean (± SE) depredation of chambers and prey items (i.e. eggs and chicks combined).
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The asterisk (*) indicates a significant statistical difference in predated chambers/prey
items compared between the two snake species.
3.3.2 Eggs and chicks
Shapiro-Wilk normality tests on the number of eggs and chicks consumed by each species
showed that all data subsets were not normally distributed, except for the data for the number of
eggs consumed by boomslang. However, the histograms showed that all data, including those
describing the number of chicks consumed by boomslang, do not display normal distributions.
Thus the Wilcoxon rank sum test for non-parametric data was used to compare the two study
groups. The results from the Wilcoxon rank sum test showed a significant difference (two-sided,
W = 193.5, P = 0.01) between ranks given for the number of eggs consumed by cape cobra and
boomslang (Figure 3.8). A one-sided Wilcoxon rank test showed that cape cobra consume
significantly fewer eggs than do boomslang (W = 193.5, P < 0.01). On average (± SD),
boomslang consumed 12.95 ± 9.65 eggs whereas cape cobra only consumed 6.46 ± 6.61 eggs
(Figure 3.8). Boomslang fed significantly more frequently on eggs than on chicks (Wilcoxon
sum rank test: W = 284.5, P = 0.0012).
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Figure 3.8. Consumption of sociable weaver (Philetairus socius) offspring for 35 predation
events by cape cobra (Naja nivea) and 19 events for boomslang (Dispholidus typus) showing
the mean (± SE) consumption of eggs and chicks. The asterisk (*) indicates a significant
statistical difference in predated prey items compared between the two snake species.
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Boomslang ate five times as many eggs than chicks, with a recorded maximum of 29 eggs eaten
during a single predation event. Wilcoxon rank sum test showed that there was no significant
difference between ranks given for the number of chicks consumed by cape cobra and
boomslang (W = 384.5, P = 0.35). The mean (± SD) number of chicks consumed by cape cobra
was 5.63 ± 5.53 compared to 3.95 ± 3.84 chicks consumed by boomslang (Figure 3.8). There
was no significant difference in ranks given for eggs and chicks consumed by cape cobra (W =
612.5, P = 0.99; Figure 3.8).
3.3.3 Mean age of prey
The data on mean age of consumed prey were normally distributed for both study species and
have equal variances (F34,18 = 1.50, P = 0.37). There was an overlap of the mean age of the prey
that is consumed by the two snakes (Figure 3.9). However, the mean age of consumed prey
differs by more than 10 days. The mean (± SD) age of prey consumed by cape cobra (18.17 ±
7.82 days) was significantly greater than that for boomslang (12.97 ± 6.39 days; one-tailed, t52 =
2.48, P = 0.01). The most frequently consumed chicks by cape cobra and boomslang were 14 and
2 days old, respectively (Figure 3.10).
n = 35

*
n = 19

Figure 3.9. Mean age of sociable weaver (Philetairus socius) offspring consumed by cape
cobra (Naja nivea) and boomslang (Dispholidus typus) at Benfontein Nature Reserve. The
asterisk (*) indicates a significant statistical difference of the mean age consumed by the
two snake species.
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Figure 3.10. Histograms of the age of sociable weaver chicks consumed by (A) cape cobra
(Naja nivea) and (B) boomslang (Dispholidus typus) at Benfontein Nature Reserve. Sample
sizes for predation events were n = 19 and n = 35, respectively.

3.3.4 Prey availability
At snake occurrences in colonies, the availability of eggs and chicks differed for the two study
species. For cape cobra presences, the availability of eggs and chicks was similar (53.47% and
46.53% respectively). For boomslang presences, the availability of eggs and chicks differed
substantially (68.17% and 31.83% respectively). There was no significant difference in the
proportions of available prey (eggs and chicks combined) consumed by the two snake species
(Fisher’s exact score = 0.16; P > 0.05). The proportions of available eggs consumed by cape
cobra and boomslang differed (Fisher’s exact score = 0.03, P < 0.05), while there was no
significant difference in the proportions of available chicks consumed by the two snake species
(Fisher’s exact score = 0.27; P > 0.05).
3.3.5 Time of arrival
The sample variances, for the time (in days) cape cobra and boomslang arrive at a colony after a
new communal breeding attempt has started, do not differ significantly (F34,18 = 1.76, P = 0.21).
Quantifying the time each study species requires to find sociable weaver nests after breeding
attempts during the entire season revealed a statistically significant difference (two-tailed, t52 =
3.06, P < 0.01). Among all snake occurrences for which I documented actual predation events (n
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= 54), the mean (± SD) number of days a snake occurred in a colony after attempting a new
breeding cycle, was significantly greater for cape cobra (n = 35, 21.97 ± 10.10 days) than for
boomslang (n = 19, 13.84 ± 7.62 days; one-tailed, t52 = 3.06, P < 0.01; Figure 3.11).

n = 35
*
n = 19

Figure 3.11. Time of arrival at sociable weaver colonies (Philetairus socius) after new
breeding attempt by the communal breeders by cape cobra (Naja nivea) and boomslang
(Dispholidus typus) at Benfontein Nature Reserve. The asterisk (*) indicates a significant
statistical difference in the time of arrival between the two snake species.

3.3.6 Mass consumption
The mass for eggs varies much less than those of chicks at the age of day nine or seventeen
(Figure 3.1). Quantifying the mass consumed by cape cobra and boomslang revealed that they
consume similar amounts of food (Figure 3.12). The data were not normally distributed,
therefore for further statistical analyses the data were standardized using log10 transformation
for size data. Comparing the variation of transformed data on the mass consumed by each species
showed equal variances (F34, 18 = 1.81, P = 0.18). Independent t-test showed no significant
difference in the mean (± SD) mass consumed by cape cobra (117.24 ± 89.51) and boomslang
(90.02 ± 80.30; t52 = 0.70, P = 0.49) across the entire sampling period. However, on an
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individual level, any one boomslang may consume the same mass as any one cape cobra (e.g.
cape cobra individual 17 and boomslang individual 14 both consumed 90 grams of mass).

Figure 3.12. Mass consumption measures for true predation events by cape cobra (n = 35)
and boomslang (n = 19). Box and Whisker plot including outliers and means symbolised by
dots and crosses, respectively.

3.4 Discussion
At Benfontein Nature Reserve, predation rates of sociable weaver offspring by snakes (76.8%)
were similar to those in previous studies (Covas 2002, Covas et al. 2008). The results indicate
differences in food resource utilisation by cape cobra and boomslang, potentially impacting
sociable weaver reproduction at different stages. Cape cobra arrive at colonies later after a new
breeding attempt by the birds, typically after egg hatching, than do boomslang, removing fewer
but older offspring. Boomslang on the other hand arrive just before egg hatching, primarily
preying on eggs. Despite these differences in consumption, the two species of snake consume
similar biomass.
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3.4.1 Nest mortality
Both snake species have been known to heavily predate on sociable weaver offspring during
breeding seasons (MacLean 1973c, Covas 2002, Spottiswoode 2009). Previous studies estimated
predation by snakes to cause over 70% of nest failure in sociable weavers (Covas 2002, Covas et
al. 2008). However, no specification was made to the individual snake species. I quantified that
snakes remove at least 25% of the biomass of sociable weaver offspring. However, that only
included the observed predation events and is thus an underestimate of the actual loss. Covas
(2002) and Covas et al. (2008) assumed that when two or more adjacent chambers were empty,
they had been predated by snakes. Using the same assumption, predation rates by snakes in my
study were similar to those estimated in previous years (Covas 2002, Covas et al. 2008).
However, inclusion of the protected, non-predated colonies into predation analyses biased the
results towards a lower percentage of snake predation across the landscape. Therefore, I
excluded them from further analyses and focused on the colonies where a predation event was
witnessed at least once, whether they were protected or not. The sociable weaver metapopulation
at BNR does not experience brood predation by honey badgers. Even though pygmy falcons
occur at BNR, it is not unusual for these predators to be absent (i.e. not detected) during some
breeding seasons (Covas et al. 2004b). Pygmy falcons impact the breeding success of sociable
weavers significantly less than snakes do (Covas 2002). During this study, no pygmy falcons
were detected in the study area and there was no evidence (e.g. pink feaces around entrance of
chambers or suddenly reduced numbers of adult sociable weavers; Covas et al. 2004b) of
roosting individuals in any of the study colonies. It is possible that predation events by pygmy
falcons were undetected, however pygmy falcons typically predate on chicks from a single
chamber at a time (Covas et al. 2004b, Spiby 2014). Therefore, the impact of pygmy falcons on
the offspring of sociable weavers can be considered as negligible to this study and that up to
100% of the predated weaver offspring are predated by snakes.
There were cases when snakes did not predate on any offspring or when only one brood was
predated, indicating that snakes did not always find broods or may have been disturbed during
foraging. Accordingly, the maximum predation rate by snakes was estimated to be over 80%,
including all missing chambers (excluding missing offspring when individuals of same brood
survived until a later stage), which is higher than previous estimates for sociable weaver nest
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predation by snakes. The estimated predation rate using the mean number of chambers predated
by snakes as an assumption (48%), likely provides a reliable minimum reference point.
For this breeding season, the nest success across all colonies was 16.7%. The protected colonies
positively affected nest success resulting in approximately 12%, which is lower compared to
other recent studies on nest success (Liebezeit & Goerge 2002, Arlt et al. 2013, Kellett &
Alisauskas 2019). A study on colonial geese showed that nest survival probability varies
annually (Kellett & Alisauskas 2019). Applying techniques from avian ecology studies, Byer et
al. (2018) estimated similar nest survival for two species of turtles experiencing high nest
predation. Snake predation in this study was similar to previous breeding seasons, it is likely that
nest success was similar too. Some annual variation in nest success is however possible. Nest
success varied among colonies depending on snake protection status and number of snake
visitations. In this study, the larger colonies were visited more frequently and had the lowest nest
success (<10%).
3.4.2 Predation by cape cobra and boomslang
My comparison of the consumption rates provided insight into the individual impact of the two
snake species. Across the landscape, cape cobra were responsible for more than 56% of snake
predated offspring, but the sample size for cape cobra was twice as high as that for boomslang.
Mean prey consumption was higher for boomslang than for cape cobra due to the consumption
of high quantities of eggs. Therefore, numerically, boomslang have a greater impact on sociable
weaver reproduction than do cape cobra. In terms of total number of offspring predated in the
ecosystem, the results indicate that cape cobra have a greater impact on sociable weaver brood.
Cape cobra arrive at colonies approximately one week later than boomslang, when a large
proportion of the eggs has already hatched. The cape cobra’s later arrival is likely the result of
the species’ natural habitats and foraging ecology. Cape cobra have a wide variety of prey from
all tetrapod classes, primarily reptiles and mammals (Layloo et al. 2017). The cape cobra’s
primary prey types are ground-dwelling organisms and forage primarily above ground and in
burrows. However, they are also known to climb trees in search of food, but they spend only a
small fraction of their time in trees compared to arboreal snakes (B. Maritz pers. comm.).
Therefore, compared to boomslang, cape cobra may arrive at colonies later and feed on older
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prey, because they are less likely to be in the close vicinity of the colonies to detect new breeding
attempts by the sociable weavers.
As a result of the cape cobra’s late arrival at colonies, significantly fewer eggs are available,
therefore they consume fewer eggs than boomslang, but similar numbers of chicks. The mean
age of their prey is 18 days from egg laying, indicating that the chicks they consume are
significantly older than those consumed by boomslang. The most frequent age group of chicks
consumed by cape cobra was 14 day old chicks, weighing approximately 26 g each. Despite
fewer prey eaten, cape cobra consume similar masses per feeding event as boomslang. However,
similar numbers of predated eggs and chicks indicate that cape cobra do not have any
preferences for either food item. These predators are also known to scavenge on dead prey such
as roadkill (Phelps 2006).
Boomslang are responsible for 44% of the snake related nest mortality, which is slightly less than
that for cape cobra (probably attributable to lower sampling size for boomslang). After a new
breeding attempt by sociable weavers, boomslang usually arrive at colonies before egg hatching,
which is significantly earlier than cape cobra arrival. Preying on both eggs and chicks,
boomslang consume primarily younger prey compared to cape cobra. Specifically, boomslang
consume higher quantities of eggs than chicks, with chicks generally being younger than those
depredated by cape cobra. Despite consuming small prey, boomslang consume a large amount in
terms of mass.
The early arrival of boomslang in colonies of sociable weavers is likely the result of their general
presence in trees. Arboreal snakes spend most of their time in vegetation above the ground and
prey mostly on organisms that are related to such environments (Lillywhite & Henderson 1993).
Like other arboreal species, boomslang exploit a wide variety of prey including all tetrapod
classes, primarily however on reptiles and birds including their eggs (Lillywhite & Henderson
1993, Smith et al. 2019). Arboreal snakes typically feed on small prey (Lillywhite & Henderson
1993), with diurnal active foragers preying primarily on quiescent prey such as bird eggs
(Henderson 1982). This study found the same pattern of small inactive prey being favoured by
boomslang. This pattern may be explained by the overall morphology of arboreal snakes. They
have slenderer bodies and narrower heads compared to terrestrial snakes such as cape cobra
(Lillywhite & Henderson 1993). However, it could also be argued that they consume primarily
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eggs as a result of greater egg availability at the early arrival at colonies. This is supported by the
fact that boomslang are capable of consuming larger prey than observed in this study (Smith et
al. 2019). However, the confined physical environment of the individuals chambers within
sociable weaver colonies likely make it more challenging to consume larger prey.
Layloo et al. (2017) hypothesized that in systems where sociable weaver, cape cobra and
boomslang occur together, the snakes are competing for the same food resource. The results from
this study indicate that in areas of distributional overlap, interspecific competition between cape
cobra and boomslang for sociable weaver offspring does exist. Both consume eggs and chicks—
the latter at similar frequencies—but cape cobra consume older, ultimately larger prey than do
boomslang. For that reason, the biomass consumed by the two snake species does not differ
despite boomslang consuming more prey items overall. The consumption of younger prey,
primarily eggs, by boomslang is reflected in the earlier arrival of boomslang at colonies after a
new breeding attempt by the sociable weavers.
These differences are likely the result of ecological dissimilarities of the two species of snake,
such as their habitats (terrestrial versus arboreal). Luiselli et al. (1998) found significant
differences between terrestrial and arboreal snake guilds based on their diet compositions.
Boomslang are mostly found in trees, explaining why birds (specifically their brood) and
chameleons are the most abundant prey types. Cape cobra are mainly terrestrial, spending most
of their time in burrows or cruising on the ground, thus foraging mostly on ground-dwelling
organisms. Occasionally, cape cobra explore and feed on birds in trees and shrubs. Savidge’s
(1988) suggested that within the consumption of avian prey Boiga irregularis displays a food
preference with 65% of the total avian prey items being eggs. A possible reason for choosing
eggs over chicks might be that eggs are easier to consume than mobile chicks, especially older
chicks. Observations of snakes failing to feed on 17 day old chicks showed that consumption of
larger chicks is more challenging likely due to increased mobility and size of chicks, constraints
due to prey shape (e.g. chicks expand their wings, thus being more challenging to consume in a
small space such as a chamber), and confined space within chambers.
3.4.3 Hypotheses for differential resource utilization
The results indicate that differential food resource utilization by the two nest predators is taking
place. As discussed above, their different habitats might be the reason for the difference in
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arrival time at colonies and forms the first hypothesis, possibly explaining the difference in
resource use. Besides this, there are two other hypotheses that might explain this finding. In light
of the ecology of the two species, I will discuss the following three hypotheses explaining the
observed differential resource utilization: i) boomslang detect resource earlier due to their
arboreal habits, ii) boomslang consume smaller prey for greater locomotion, and iii) they avoid
cape cobra to reduce risk of predation.
Firstly, previous studies have shown that birds make up a large proportion of a variety of
arboreal snakes (Savidge 1988, Luiselli et al. 1998, Hockey et al. 2005, Smith 2016). Snakes are
more likely to feed on bird eggs if they feed on the corresponding adult animals, which may be
explained by the habitat of the predator (de Queiroz & Rodríguez-Robles 2006). Arboreal snakes
are more likely to encounter and feed on birds than terrestrial snakes, ultimately consuming more
eggs than terrestrial snakes (de Queiroz & Rodríguez-Robles 2006). Previously, Shine (1983)
reviewed the diets of snakes revealing that birds including their eggs are more important in the
diet of arboreal snakes than of terrestrial snakes. The same pattern is evident in this study—the
arboreal boomslang consumed more eggs than the terrestrial cape cobra. The arboreal habits of
boomslang may allow them to detect breeding colonies before cape cobra, simply because of
sharing the same habitat as their prey. Previous studies suggest that predation rates are higher for
prey that shares the same space as the predator (Sperry et al. 2008). Skutch (1949) hypothesized
that nest predation is higher at nests with greater parental activity. More recent findings confirm
that nest predation increases with parental activity (Martin et al. 2000). Gray rat snakes
(Pantherophis spiloides) use visual cues (detection of adult birds) to locate trees with active nests
(Mullin & Cooper 1998). The initial increase in parental activity after the first breeding pulse of
the season may be the key trigger for cape cobra to actively start foraging for sociable weaver
colonies.
Previous studies found that locomotion of terrestrial and arboreal snakes is negatively affected
by increased meal size (Garland & Arnold 1983, Ford & Shuttlesworth 1986, Crotty & Jayne
2015). This effect appears to be greater for arboreal snakes (Crotty & Jayne 2015). Based on a
review of movement of arboreal animals, Crotty & Jayne (2015) suggest that the likelihood of
slipping and falling increases with an increase in speed. Their research found that consumption
of larger meals resulted in decreased speed, decreased balance and thus increased chance of
slipping and falling. Therefore, arboreal snakes are likely to decrease their speed after feeding on
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large prey to decrease the chances of falling when cruising through tree canopies. Despite a
decrease in speed, the change in body shape and increased mass, localized at a specific body
part, may still cause increased falling due to loss of balance (Crotty & Jayne 2015). Thus, a
preference for consuming smaller prey such as eggs may be beneficial for arboreal snakes to
maintain greatest possible locomotion and ultimately reducing predation risk.
The risk of being eaten increases with the increased exposure while foraging for food (Sih 1980).
Lastly, predation risk and foraging behaviour is often described as a trade-off (Sih 1980,
McNamara & Houston 1987, Abrams 1992). This study dealt with two snake predators utilising
the same food resource. However, Cape cobra are known to frequently feed on other snakes
including boomslang (Layloo et al. 2017). Most snake species consumed by cape cobra are
terrestrial, however recent records from citizen science show that boomslang are predated as well
(Layloo et al. 2017, Maritz et al. 2017). The lack of records of cape cobra predating on
boomslang within trees may simply be a lack of observation or it might mean that boomslang
evolved a way that allows them to efficiently avoid cape cobra when they are found in arboreal
habitats. Where their distributions overlap with that of sociable weavers their pathways are
known to at least occasionally cross when foraging for the offspring of the weavers. Boomslang
arrive at colonies when most of the prey are still eggs. In terms of biomass, older prey such as
chicks should be a more nutritiously valued prey item, but boomslang feed predominantly on
eggs rather than chicks. Therefore, the choice to forage earlier and feed on less nutritious food
suggests that they might avoid cape cobra and thus lower the risk of being predated. During the
study, a cape cobra and a boomslang were in the same colony at the same time. However, no
ophiophagic event occurred, possibly because the cape cobra was curled up in a chamber, and
either didn’t notice the boomslang or wasn’t interested as it had already fed. A combination of
the hypotheses may likely be the most plausible explanation as to why boomslang and cape
cobra utilise the same food resource differently.
3.4.4 Sampling biases and limitations
The sampling was restricted to a single breeding season and the total number of sighted snakes
was low and varied for the two snake species. Information on the abundance of the two snake
species in this ecosystem lacks. Thus, further studies are required for broad-scale inferences on
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the exact impact on sociable weaver reproduction by these snakes. Differences in sample size
might be biased due to differences in detectability of the two snake species.
The probability of detecting an organism varies extensively—snakes typically have low
detectabilities (Kéry 2002, Harvey 2005, Durso et al. 2011, Steen et al. 2012). Snakes inhabit a
range of habitats some of which make it more challenging to detect snakes (Fitch 1987, Durso et
al. 2011). The use of camouflage allows snakes to blend in with their surroundings to a degree
that observations become close to impossible (Penner et al. 2008). Within trees, cape cobra are
more conspicuous than boomslang, which blend in with their arboreal habitats magnificently.
This may have led to the difference in sample sizes for the two species. It is a challenging task to
prevent losing sight of already detected snakes, especially when seeking refuge (Firtch 1987,
pers. obs.). Even with radio tracking devices, locating and tracking snakes is highly challenging
and sometimes even impossible due to their cryptic and unpredictable movement patterns
(Penner et al. 2008, B. Maritz pers. comm.).
Protecting colonies from snakes using cling wrap is an anthropogenic interference causing a bias
towards lower predation by snakes, ultimately misrepresenting nest predation by snakes across
the landscape. However, by excluding the predation events from protected colonies I would
dismiss valuable information on prey consumption by those snakes. Including all protected
colonies likely causes a larger bias than by only including protected colonies that were predated
at least once.
3.4.5 Impact of snakes on prey
Sociable weavers experience high rates of predation by cape cobra and boomslang. Even though
boomslang may be less abundant, the findings indicate that they have a similar impact on the
sociable weavers as cape cobra. The one nest predator removes primarily eggs, while the other
consumes fewer but often older chicks. The reproductive investment by the birds is lower for
eggs than that for older chicks, as less time and energy was spend on parental activities such as
foraging. The loss of an egg is therefore less severe than that of a chick. However, the high
frequencies at which boomslang remove eggs may balance out this difference, resulting in a
similar impact on sociable weavers. Basically, different predators are likely to raid nests at
different times due to ecological differences, impacting the success of reproduction in different
ways.
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Similar to Lloyd (2016), my results also showed that colonies with snake protection have lower
relative reproductive failure than unprotected colonies. Lloyd (2016) found that females from
protected colonies are twice as successful in producing fledglings compared to females from
unprotected colonies. In the light of climate change, the predation pressure by snakes may be
problematic for some populations of sociable weavers. Climate change has resulted in increasing
aridity in areas where sociable weavers occur. Because the onset of breeding of sociable weavers
depends on rainfall, increasing aridity is likely going to cause declining populations, such as the
metapopulation is experiencing at Benfontein Nature Reserve (Altwegg et al. 2014). Lloyd
(2016) stated that the predation by snakes increases the pressure on these declining populations.
The findings of this study form the basis for new testable hypotheses, highlighting the
importance for ornithologists and herpetologists alike to focus their research on basic ecology
and natural history studies. Quantifying the abundance of cape cobra and boomslang in this area
would allow us to answer whether cape cobra are more abundant than boomslang and make more
detailed inferences on the individual impact these snakes have on sociable weavers. Also, the
discussed hypotheses make up for interesting research on the underlying mechanisms that allow
these snakes to exploit the same resource. In light of climate change, long-term research of these
two nest predators within sociable weaver systems might reveal how significant their impact may
be, especially across the landscape.

3.5 Conclusion
In quantifying the consumption of sociable weaver offspring by snakes, I showed that there are
subtle differences in the utilization of a singular food resource by cape cobra and boomslang.
Previous findings on nest predation of sociable weavers were similar. The analyses that
identified the differences in consumption, ultimately differences in resource utilization, were
based on measures per snake visit. Also, I’m confident that an appropriate sample size was
achieved for answering the research questions. The findings from this study led to new
hypotheses potentially explaining the underlying mechanisms that result in this differential
resource utilization.
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Chapter 4: Synthesis of the findings

4.1 Competing for a singular resource
The main aim of this thesis was to investigate predation of a singular food resource by the
sympatric snakes (Naja nivea and Dispholidus typus). Several research questions were answered
to assess nest predation by native snake species. Chapter two focused on defining environmental
predictors for the presence of both snake species in sociable weaver colonies and predicting
differences in snake activity based on varying environmental factors. Chapter three involved
quantifying nest predation, defining differences in prey consumption and use of a singular food
resource by the two snake species. The findings in chapter two indicate that activity of cape
cobra and boomslang is predicted by different spatially-varying and temporally-varying factors,
which means that they are more likely to be observed in colonies at different times, suggesting
coexistence through temporal resource partitioning. Cape cobra presence is predicted by weather
conditions and colony size—they forage in larger colonies on warm days, with high winds
speeds and reduced air pressure—but climatic conditions appear to have stronger predictive
power of cobra presence. Boomslang predate more on colonies with intense breeding activity on
days with less wind. The findings in chapter three indicate that cape cobra and boomslang are
utilizing the same food resource differently by predating at different times and consuming prey at
different life stages. Boomslang arrive at colonies when most birds are incubating their eggs,
primarily consuming eggs and young chicks. Cape cobra arrive at colonies after hatching, when
mostly chicks are present, resulting in the consumption of older chicks. Overall, the snakes
consume similar amounts of biomass. Predation rates of sociable weaver offspring by snakes in
this study were similar to previous findings by Covas et al. (2008).
Despite having more than minor impacts in their respective ecosystems, it was difficult to
quantify their impact in the past. Particularly resulting from infrequent detections ascribed to
their elusiveness and low consumption rates as feeding events are rarely observed. During recent
years however, this general consensus is being overruled by the herpetological community
focusing more on the role of snakes as important predatory species in ecosystems (Nowak et al.
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2008, Campbell III et al. 2012, Steen et al. 2014, Willson & Winne 2015, Willson 2017). The
findings from this thesis support the idea that snakes have the potential to regulate prey
populations. My results indicate that native snakes are capable of regulating prey populations
with high densities. Nowak et al. (2008) focused on viperids, which are typical ambush-foragers
with low energy requirements, and suggested that vipers are more likely to regulate low prey
densities. This thesis however, paid attention to snakes exhibiting a different foraging technique
(actively searching for prey) characterized by higher energy requirements (Secor & Nagy 1994,
Secor 1995). Cape cobra and boomslang often raid whole sociable weaver colonies and are
responsible for the majority of nest mortality. Without the regulation by snakes, sociable weavers
would likely reproduce more fledglings as seen from higher relative reproductive success in
protected colonies. Thus, snakes with either foraging strategy have the potential to control
population dynamics of ecosystems. However, the severity of impact is expected to be higher for
active foraging snakes than for ambush predators with low energy requirements (such as vipers;
Nowak et al. 2008).
4.2 Recommendations for data collection
I recommend that an additional sampling season is conducted including data collection during
the winter months, allowing inferences on broad-scale temporal variation. For future sampling
designs, the protocol for daily data collection should be set out more strictly. This means that
instead of joining the SWP research team for their data collection, colonies should be visited
independently for snake presence check. Independent sampling would ensure similar sampling
times because snake checks only take a few minutes, while bird data sampling can take up to an
hour for a single colony. Additionally, I suggest snake checks in the morning, early and late
afternoon to increase sample size and make more detailed inferences on time of day when snakes
visit colonies. Furthermore, instead of using the climatic data from the nearest weather station, a
pocket weather station should be used. Such a device would allow site-specific documentation of
climatic data, independent of time differences in sampling. The potential bias in sample size for
the two snake species will be resolved only by conducting population studies at BNR, which will
also allow for more detailed quantification of the individual species’ impact on the sociable
weaver reproduction.
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4.3 Conservation planning
From an ornithological conservation perspective, gaining information about spatial and temporal
influences on snake activity is important for the sociable weaver metapopulation at BNR to
implement appropriate measures to protect the birds from snakes. Previous studies stated that the
population size is declining with increasing temperature and aridity and that nest predation by
snakes amplifies the pressure on this population (Altwegg et al. 2014, Lloyd 2016). Snakes cause
dramatic declines and even local extinctions of prey species as shown by the brown tree snake of
Guam or the Burmese python in Florida (Savidge 1987, Fritts & Rodda 1998, Cruz et al. 2008,
Dove et al. 2011, Dorcas et al. 2012). Even though these are cases of exotic invasive snake
species, they show that snakes have great potential to cause dramatic damage to the functionality
of ecosystems. Secretive and seldom observed, snakes are widespread and often the most
abundant and/or top predators in ecosystems (Nowak et al. 2008). Already regulating many prey
populations, native snake species may have the potential to cause extirpations of prey species in
combination with other pressures induced on their prey (e.g. habitat loss, diseases, climate
change).
Snake populations are declining on a global scale (Reading et al. 2010). The causes for such
declines are often not known. Despite population studies forming a vital part in conservation and
management plans by detecting changes such as population declines (Dorcas & Willson 2009),
few studies on African snake population dynamics exist (Luiselli et al. 2000, Luiselli 2006,
Maritz & Alexander 2012). The lack of population studies for most snake species is alarming
with respect to the diversity present in Africa (Maritz & Alexander 2012). In order to identify
areas of conservation need population studies should be prioritized in the herpetological science
community. Thus, estimating and monitoring snake population dynamics is the first step towards
the implementation of appropriate and efficient conservation management plans for both
predator and prey species. By doing so, the primary goal of conservation biology—maintaining
biodiversity by protecting species and habitats from extinction caused by human interference or
others (Soulé 1985)—can be achieved.
4.4 Future work
On a species level, the impact a predator has on its prey depends on the abundance of a species,
which often varies on a spatial scale and has important implications for the ecology and
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conservation of species (Brown et al. 1995). A new approach to study secretive species is
occupancy modelling—an approach to estimate abundance (or rather a surrogate of abundance)
using presence-absence data and incorporating detectability (Durso et al. 2011). By
incorporating the identified environmental influences on snake activity, this study can aid in
planning a robust sampling design to quantify occupancy of cape cobra and boomslang (Willson
et al. 2011). Such population studies provide the opportunity to monitor snake population
dynamics, unfold predator-prey relationships and model the effect of environmental changes on
the population size of the two snake species and the corresponding changes in populations size of
sociable weaver.
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